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No.
6741:
Amendment of section 8.25 of the rules, and other sections relating

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING IN THE STANDARD BROADCAST BAND, DOCKET

thereto, concerning use of class I-A clear channels.
Rules governing 13 class I-A clear channels (hitherto used by only one
station at night) amended to permit one unlimited-time class II station to
operate on each, in addition to the dominant class I-A station.
Of the 13 new unlimited-time class II assignments, two (Anchorage,
Alaska, and San Diego, Calif.) specified for stations required to change

frequency under the U.S.-Mexican broadcasting agreement. The remaining
11 (known as class II-A stations) to be located in a designated State or
States where they could furnish needed service to areas not now having
nighttime primary (groundwave) service. The 13 new class II assignments are located at great distances from the cochannel class I-A stations.
Rules adopted providing that the new class II-A stations: (1) must protect the cochannel class I-A station to its O.5-mv/m 50~percent skywave
contour (roughly 700 miles from that station) ; and (2) must serve areas
or populations now without nighttime primary service to the extent of at
least 25 percent of the service area or population.
'!'he frequency 1030 kc reclassified as a class I-A clear channel, making
a total of 25 such frequencies.
The remaining 12 class I-A clear channels are left in status quo for the
present.
The question of whether dass I-A E-tations should be permitted to operate
with more than 50 kw power. left for further study.
For the present, a bar on any new grants of daytime stations on the
class I-A clear channels (with dismissal of pending applications for such
facilities) .
Repeal of the present "freeze" on all applications for certain class I-B
channels (sec. 1.3u1 of the rules). Instead. on 33 frequencies adjacent to
(Le., 10, 20, or 30 kc removed from) the class I-A clear channels, specified
restrictions will apply to processing of applications, and grants will not be
made which might have an ·adverse impact on future use of the channel.
Where the adjacency is to one of the 12 channels DOW left in status quo,
110 application for a new station will be granted for the present.
New skyw'ave and angle of departure curves (those contained in tbe
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement) made applicable to the

class I-A clear channels.
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Introduction
1. The basic question in this proceeding is whether and in what
manner it would serve the public interest to amend the rules governing the use of the standard broadcast frequencies designated as "clear
channels." The proceeding was instituted by the Commission on
February 20, 1945, largely as a result of insistent claims that the
clear-channel concept of permitting only one station to operate at
night on 24 of the 107 channels available for standard broadcasting
is wasteful of valuable spectrum space and otherwise not in the best
interests of efficient utilization of the frequencies involved. Resolution of the matter has been complicated during the intervening years
by changing treaty obligations, the necessity for disposing of precedent
collateral problems, themselves difficult of settlement, and by marked
changes in the socioeconomic climate for a standard broadcast medium
beset by the emergence of television as a vigorous competitor for
audience, program material, and advertiser support. Proposals for
settlement have been narrowed by the Commission's further notice
of April 15, 1958, and a third notice adopted September 18, 1959.
The course we take today marks our best judgment of the most practicable manner in which the clear channels can, at this stage, be
better utilized to improve service in the standard broadcast band.
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Hi8tory of the Proceeding
I

2. Pursuant to longstanding practice and international agreement
for the North American region, all U.S. standard broadcast stations
are assigned to 107 channels, each 10 kc wide, in the frequency range
535-1605 kc. Unlike television, where channels were from the outset
tied to specific cities, the practice of assigning standard broadcast
stations to meet random demand emerged early in the development
of the medium. Fixed by usan-e, the practice has been perpetuated
under rules later developed to d3.rect, along general lines and without
reference to specific localities, the placement of stations on the 107
available frequencies in a manner desig:ned to achieve as fully as possible the continuing objectives of provi<1ing: (a) some service of satisfactory si~nal strength to all areas of the country, (b) as many
pr0ll"ram Choices to as many listeners as possible, and (c) service of
local origin to as many communitlils as possible.
3. However, the compatibility of the objectives is confounded by
the physical behavior of radio signals. Part of the energy radiated
from the transmitting antenna of a broadcast station is called a
groundwave and travels closely along the earth's surface where its
mtensity, although diminishing rapidly with distance, remains relatively constant at any location day and night and from seasou to
season. The portion of the energy which travels upward and outward from the transmitter into the upper atmosphere from which it
is reflected back to earth at distances much greater than the reach
of groundwave signals is called a skywave signal. Skywave propagation is effective chiefly during the hours between sunset and sunrise
and is present, to a lesser degree, during a 2-3 hour presunset buildup
and a similar postsunrise period of waning intensity. Less constant
in intensity than groundwave signals, skywave signals are nevertheless ca.pable of l?roviding service wherever they have sufficient average field intenSIty above noise levels and are free from excessive
interference by other stations on the same or adjacent channels.
While power output and other factors affect the range .of useful signals, one of the principal restrictions on a station's service area at
night is the number of stations on the same frequency. It follows
that a duplication of stations on the same channel to meet demands
for local llJ1d multiple services dilutes the effective range of nighttime skywave prop'agation to distant rural areas where it may not be
economICally feasIble to provide local transmitters.
4. The circumstance that any plan for allocating the use of a standard broadcast channel must accommodate divergent purposes led at
an early stage of radio regulation to the classification of standard
broadcast frequencies, into several categories, each primarily directed
to the achievement of one or another of the conflicting objectives. An
early action of the then newly created Federal Radio Commission was
the institution in 1928 of a division of the standard broadcast spectrum into clear, regional, and local channels. Although the description "clear" was not officially applied to the unduplicated channels
until the Radio Commission's 1932 allocations rules, the clear-channel
concept is recognizable as early as 1923 when 40 frequencies were set
31 F.C.C.
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aside by the Secretary of Commerce for the exclusive use of singlE\'
stations. The channel classification technique survived and was
per,Petuated in the Federal Communications Commission's 1938 allocatIOns plan which has endured and become the touchstone of the
entire standard broadcast structure.
5. The existing classification of channels specifies three groups of
frequencies, each with different rules for the assignment of stations
depending upon the purpose for which each class of channel was
established. The three groups are clear channels, which are the subject of this proceeding; regional channels on which stations are assignable under conditlOns permitti~g service to large metropolitan
areas; and local channels for the assignment of large numbers of stations serving as local outlets for numerous smaller communities. In
the case of regional (class III) stations and local (class IV) stations,
which broadcast on frequencies shared with other class IiI and IV
stations operating in other cities and communities, protection of service is confined to their groundwave signals. Skywave or secondary
service free from objectionable interference is provided only by class I
stations assigned to the clear channels, and this service is m'tde possible only by rigid restrictions on the number of stations which mfty be
assigned to the clear channels at night and by limitations on the radiations of the secondary stations assigned to those channels. Twentyfour U.S. clear channels are now reserved for the exclusive use at
night of a single class I-A station. On the remaining 23 U.S. clear
channels 1 or 2 U.S. class 1-B stations are assigned under conditions
requiring mutual protection through the use of directional antennas.
The assignment of secondary, class II, stations is permitted on the
clear channels under conditions and restrictions which recognize that
the primary purpose to be served by the frequencies is the widespread
service provided by the class I station occupymg the channel. Class II
stations are expected to provide only a groundwave service and are
required, by use of a directional antenna, limitations on antenna
height and power, or other means, to protect the wide area service of
the class I station. The scheme for tailorinlf a station's facilities to
conform to·the purpose of its class is carried out in a variety of restrictions imposed on the class. These restrictions include maximum
power limitations of 1 kw for local stations, 5 kw for regionals, and
50 kw for class I and II stations.
6. A persistently plaguing deficiency in the allocation plan that has
otherwise provided a plentitude of signals to populous centers has been
the scarcity of service in the sparsely settled areas of the country. In
the face of a 50-percent increase in the total number of full-time sta.tions in operation during the lO-year period 1947-57, the extent of
land area and population receiving no nighttime groundwave service
from any stations was only insubstantially altered. More than half
the total land area of the United States and perhaps as many as 25
million people principally in northern New England, the more mounta.inous reO'lOns of the Middle Atlantic States, much of the South, the
northern';ost part of the Great Lakes area, within the Great Plains
and the mountainous areas of the West, and in Alaska are estimated
to be outside the range of usable nighttime groundwave service.
I
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7. Since domestic and international use of other frequencies predudes any realisti~ prospect for increasing the size of the standard
broadcast band of frequencies improvement in rural service must
be sought from existing Or newly assigned stations within the present
band. Little improvement may be expected from class III or IV
statJOns because of unavoidable limitatIOns on their nighttime interference-free service ran~e. Thus, such improvement as may be
achieved must be provided on the clear channels.

The B asia Oonfiict
8. Two basically divergent views have persisted as to the measures
best calculated to make more efficient use of the clear-channel frequencies. On one side, it has been urged that the principal objective
of providing satisfactory nighttime service to areas lacking such
service is most likely to be attained by improvement in the capacity
of the clear-channel stations, particularly the class I-A stations to
provide a good skywave signal to wide areas, this to be accomplished
by permitting those stations to operate at substantially increased
power and by limiting, and at night excluding, cochannel stations.
The conflicting view has contended for an increase in the number of
unlimited-time stations on the clear channels. The clear-channel inquiry was instituted aga.inst this background of conflict between the
basic alterwltives of higher power versus duplication.
9. The Commission's order of February ZO, 1945, instituting this

proceeding, was so extensive as to open the way for consideratJOn of
solutions ranging all the way between the extremes of exclusive nighttime use of selected clear channels by single stations operating at
substantially hi8"her power than the present maximum of 50 kw and
the reclassificatJOn of selected clear channels to local channels on
which it would be possible to assign over 150 stations each, at a
maximum power of Z50 w. Testimony was taken durin~ extended
he..'lrings during 1946 and 1947 and a voluminous record compiled.

At the same time, orders were issued freezing action on certain types
of applications, grant of which appeared likely to conflict with reasonable settlement of the proceeding. In late 1947 the "daytime sky1 that year been
way" proceeding (docket 8333), which had earier
sepRrately initiRted to detcrmine whether and the extent to which
limitRtions should be imposed upon daytime skywave radiations
toward class I-A and I-B stations, WRS jomed with the clear-clmnnel
proceeding, and extensive oral argument before the Commission was
held early in 1048 on the consolidated record. The daytime skywave
phase was severed in 1953 and terminated in 1959 with the issuance
of a report and order which adopted limits of permissible radiation
toward class I clear-channel stations which were to be protected
Rgainst objectionRble skywave interference from further grants for
daytime or limited time stations authorized to operate on those channels. Immediately prior to this decision, however, the Commission
on April 15, 1958, reopened the clear-channel record Rnd narrowed
t.he proceeding for its second phase.
31 F.e.e.
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The Further Notice

10. The further notice or proposed rulemaking of April 15, 1958,
invited comments on proposals to open 12 specified class I-A channels
for additional unlimited-time assignments, to reserve for later determination proposals to increase power on the remainin~ class I-A
channels, and to leave undisturbed the class I-B channels. On 5 of
the 12 channels suggested for additional assignments it was proposed
that there be placed a new directionalized class I station and that the
existing class I station be required to directionalize, with the result
that each station would afford mutual protection from interference to
the areas served by the other. On the other 7 channels, unlimitedtime class II stations were proposed to be assigned in underserved
areas. Comments in response to the notice persuaded the Commission that its proposal for the licensing of such stations, because of
the requirement that certain existing class I stations dIrectionalize
their operations, would be accomplished only at the inordinate expense
of substantial dislocations of existing skywave service and the unwarranted cl'eation of new white areas. The Commission then decided to seek additional comments on a proposal to du plicate
all the clnss I-A channels without the objectionable requirement
of directionltlization by the class I stations. The proceeding entered
its third phase, thereafter, with the release on September 22, 1959, of
the Commission's redefined proposal for settlement.'

The Third Notice
11. The third notice of further proposed rulemaking, released
September 22, 1959, invited comments on a proposal to provide for
the assignment of new class II stations on 23 clear chltnnels,' the new
stations to be located in certain selected and designated states. The
existing class I:-A stations would continue to operate with 50 kw
of power, but each would share operation with one new class II station
whIch would be located in a designated area and would operate directionally with not less than 10 kw of power in oreler to secure
maximum covera~e. Although not persuaded on the state of the·
record at that pomt that higher power would be in the l?ublic interest, the Commission also provided opportunity in the thIrd notice
for parties to update the record on proposals to increase the maximum
power for class I-A stations.
12. Many parties took advantage of this invitation and in the more
than 100 comments and more than 40 replies filed pursuant to the
third notice, the basic dispute continues to be whether the additional
needed service can better be supplied by permitting clear channels
to operate at higher power or by permitting operation of an addi1

To restate In detail the considerations which have led up to tbe third notice would

unduly lengthen this report and order. Persona desiring additional details of the historical progression ot this proceeding, and who are not already familiar with the record.
may consult the further notice of proposed rulemaklng adopted Apr. 15, 1958 (FCC
ts8-350), and the third DOUce of further proposed rulemaking adopted Sept. 18, 191')9
(FCC 39-912).
2 This Includes 22 ot the 24 class I-A frequencies, excluding 6130 and 770 ke, and alg{)
Includes 1030 ke, presently an I-B frequency.
I
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tional unlimited time station or stations on the clear-channel frequencies. Recogniziflg that half the land area of the United States (excluding Alaska and Hawaii) remains nighttime white area, dependent u:pon skywave service, wIth little prospect of large-scale improvement In primary service, one view holds that much needed improvement
in standard broadcast service to these areas can be achIeved only
through improved and increased skywave service and that this, in
turn, requires an increase in maximum power for dear-channel stations to 500 or 750 kw. Others contend that since many class I-A
clear-channel stations are clustered in the eastern portion of the
country (a natural result of the greater population density and the
superior capacity of such communities to provide economic support
for such stations), with 50-kw power and a nighttime skywave service
range of about 700 miles, the needed improvement should come from
the assignment of unlimited-time stations on the class I-A clearchannel frequencies which now have only one station operating nighttime. We will direct our attention to this basic dispute after noting
briefly one preliminary matter.
Shortcon~ing8

of Pre8ent Olear-Ohannel Allocations

13. As noted in our opening paragraph, we are concerned with
whether and in what manner to amend the rules governing clear channels. Whether to amend them is comparatively simple to resolve.
The proceeding was instituted because of insistent demands that present utilization IS not adequate. That assumption underlies the entire
proceeding. However, we must now look to the validity of that assumption, and in doing so we conclude it has not only stood the test
of tllne but that the Situation has, if anything, become worse. We
have noted that a great increase in the number of stations has only
insubstantially reduced nighttime white area. Moreover, with our
Pr0pulation growth, the number of people in white areas is growing.'
fhere is substantial support in the comments for a conclusion that
the exclusive nighttime use of a channel by a sin~le station limited
to 50 kw is Jess Justifiable now than it was when clear channels were
first allocated in this way. Since that time, techniques have been
established and highly developed for directional transmission of signals, with a high degree of suppression now possible to protect the
service areas of cochannel stations. In addition, heterodyne interference resulting from uncontrolled deviations from the assigned frequency has been substantially eliminated. Thus, it is now possible,
particularly in the case of I-A st. tions located in or near the northeast portion of the country, to assign additional cochannel unlimitedtime stations to provide needed service at distant locations, while
preserving the capacity of the present station to provide a usable signal
over wide primary and secondary service areas. In these circumstances there is serious question whether the most efficient use of the
class I-Ac1ear channels can be achieved under the longstanding rules
SRO$ed on the 11140 CenSll$, n populntlon of 28,252.000 lived in white arens.

tbe wbite-area population hnd grown to an estimated 25.630,000.

By 1957,
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'Which, on the one hand, preclude power above 50 kw, and, on the
other hand, bar cochannel unlimited-time assignments in distant areas
which the present station cannot effectively serve, and where a new
station could be operated so as to afford reasonable protection to the
areas the present station does effectively serve at 50 kw. Almost without exception the commenting parties either note the need for additional service or at least do not attack the underlying assumption of
such need. There were, however, a few comments to the effect that
maintenance of the status quo would be preferable to adopting the
ltlternative which the commenting party opposed.

ResolutWn of the Issues
14. Our review of the record and our analysis of the numerous substantive, procedural, and administrative questions which it raises
make it convincingly clear that it would be undesirable to set in motion the simultaneous reallocation of all the class I-A clear channels.
The enormity of the consequent administrative burden alone would
further glut our license processing and hearing resources and delay
not only the achievement of improved service on the clear channels,
but additionally delay our strenuous efforts to reduce the excessive
and persistent backlog of pendin~ standard broadcast applications.
15. Quite apart from these conSiderations, which in our considered
judgment would alone warrant progressive rather than simultaneous
'approaches to reallocating the class I-A clear channels, we find compelling reasons for avoiding a course which would precipitate changed
modes of utilizing the class I-A clear channels without opportunity
to review and evaluate, as we ~o along, the effectiveness of such
reallocations as we herein adopt lor some of the channels.
16. Both in the further notice of April 15, 1958, and in the third
notice of September 18, 1959, the Commission invited comments on
,proposals to remove the heretofore total exclusivity of nighttime use
,of the class I-A channels by a single station. The third notice contemplated additional unlimited-time station assig'nments on substantially all of the class I-A channels. The earher further notice
had looked toward this step on half of them. The underlying justification, in each case, was the compelling need to go as far as possible
toward reducing the vast areas which lack any nighttime primary
'service. The record is replete with data demonstrating that, to an
llxtent, this can be done with resultant increments of nighttime
primary service to persons now lacking it without undue interference
to the wide area service rendered by the class I-A stations. This pos'sibility derives from a combination of factors including directionalization of new unlimited time stations on these channels, the long
distances between their prescribed locations and the transmitter sites
of the existing" cochannel I-A stations and the numbers of other services available III limited areas where interference from the new station
may to a limited extent interfere with present reception of skywave
service from the existing class I-A station. Moreover, the hmited
amount of skywave service which would be so subjected to interference is of a low order since new unlimited-tijUe stations will be
81 F.e.e.
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required to pr,?tect the 0.5-mv 1m 50 percent skywave contour of the
?Iass I-A. statlOn,generally located approximately 700 miles from
ltS transmItter.
17. These basic considerations, in our considered view, strongly·
underscore the desirability of permitting the establishment of new
unlimited time stations on at least some of the class I-A channels, and
we make appropriate provision therefor, in the accompanying rule
amendments, on 13 of the class I-A channels; i.e., 670,720,750,760,
780, 880, 890, 1020, 1030, 1100, 1120, 1180, and 1210 kc.
18. There IS support, recogmzed in our third notice in this proceeding, for the similar treatment of additional class I-A clear channels.
To pursue that course at this time would however, be subject to the
grave objections already noted. It would, moreover, in one stroke
crystallize a particular pattern of clear-channel usage which would
at least limit and at worst frustrate the future possibilities for em·
ploying other techniques of clear-channel utilization. One of these
is the use of higher power to improve the nighttime range of, and,
within existing service areas, the quality of, skywave service reaching into the vast land areas where this is the only available technique
for improving service since much of those areas lie beyond the foreseeable range of the primary service of any new stations which could
be fitted into the crowded standard broadcast spectrum. Wllether the
public interest would be served by the authorization of higher J?owerj
whether, on the channels at this tilne left in status quo, duphcation

in the manher here adopted for 13 channels would serve the public
interest; or whether an:r other alternatives including possible combinations of these teChnlqUes would best serve to improve service on
these channels, we do not now decide.
19. At earher stages of this proceeding strong objection to the
authorization of higher power was expressed not only by interested
parties but also by Congress. It is evident that in considering a question of the consequence of higher power, which would in any case be
necessarily limited to a relatively few stations, the policy o(the Con"ress should be accorded due recognition. The Senate of the United
States on June 7, 1938, adopted a resolution (S. Res. 294, 75th Cong.;
3d sess.) characterizing the use of power in excess of 50 kw by
standard broadcast stahons as "definitely against the public interest"
and expressing the sense of the Senate that the Commission "should
not adopt or promulgate rules to permit or otherwise allow any station operating on a frequency in the standard broadcast band • • •
to operate on a regular or other basis with power in excess of 50 kw."
20. Some parties have throughout the long history of this proceeding forcefull'y urged strenuous objection against the use of higher
power which, it lS asserted, would give vastly undue competitive preeminence to the very few stations to whom in any case powers on
the order of 500 to 750 kw could conceivably be authorIzed. The
Commission, while aware of the strength of these contentions, cannot, on the other hand ignore the potential for significant additions
to service which the employment of higher power on even a few
stations could make possible. Our close scl1ltiny of the portions
of the record going to the issue of higher power fails to persuade
31 F.e.e.
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us that, whatever the merits of the pending proposals for higher
power, the objections listed against It have been sufficiently met.
Upon careful consideration of the question, we conclude that there
is insufficient basis before us for a finding that the public interest
would be served by authorizing higher power, but that at the same
tinIe the question warrants further consideration in the light of such
improvements and chan~es in ~~ice as f!laf res~lt from. the action
we now take to authorIze additIOnal unhmlted-time statIOns on 13
of the class I-A clear channels.
21. We thus leave open and unprejudiced the question of whether,
and, if so, ?ow, the public interest would be served by changing the
rules affectmg the use of the 12 class I-A chann.els now left in status
quo. At such time as furiher developments, including progress under
the changes we now adopt, provide needed additional light on the
question we will give further consideration to llOW best to utilize
the 12 clear channels not now disturbed. It is manifestly desirable
to do so on the basis of then current dltta and not to hold the instant
proceeding open for· the purpose. Much of the record herein was
compiled years ago under different circumstances which have since
changed 114'\rkedly, Rnd which may be expected tQ undergo further
change. However, in any subsequent proceedings which may be
held on the disposition of the 12 channels now left in status quo,
parties will be permitted to incorporate by reference specifically
designated pleadings herein, or desi$nate portions thereof, as may be
relevant to matters then under consideration.
22. In pursuing this course we follow certain basic features of
the pattern proposed in our further I!0tice1.wh\le dep~rting from
some elements of that. proposal to wInch oDJectlOn, WhICh we lind
meritorious, was advanced. We follow that pattern to the extent
that it envisa~ed the. establishment of additi\'maI unlimited-time
stations, capable of providing primary service in white areas, on
about half the channels, while leaving open for future consideration
and decision action on the remaininO' class I-A channels. .
23. The primary feature of the further notice which evoked critical
comment from the industry, and which was a factor in OUr determination to consider in the thIrd notice a somewhat different allocations
plan, was the sl~estion that certain class I .stations be required to
diJ:ectionalize. This factor, in the language of the third notice:
would result in substantial reduction of the exisUng groundwave and sky·
wave service, with the result that SUbstanthl new "White areas" would

be created in whi.ch nO gt'oundwave service would remain available from
any station Rnd that other areas would be reduced in the number of services
received fromfouf t three or two groundwave services to a single ground\vaye
service. In addition. substantial dislocations WOUld. obtain of present
skywave servtce which would not be fully c(}mpensated by new operations.

In the approach WEl adopt herein the requirement Qf directionalization
by the class I stations has been eliminated and the undesirable results
noted above would not occur!
.. That we do Dot tollow tbe tn,rther notice approach geD'erally' does not alter the
valid ltv or our conclusion that in cnse of one particular I-A. channel-'170 kC'-direc-

tlonaH~atlon of the e:'l:lstlng cll1l'1s I station M 81'1 to atrord" mutllnl protection to n ..tmUll!"
operation In New l\{pxico wonld. be~t flerve the public interest." We note herein the specinl
circumstances pertaining to that channel.
"\
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24. 1Ve now have the benefit of updated comments directed to the
two approaches .of the f1;trther notice anti the third n,?tice. Th~ COljr8e
we take is consIstent wIth both of these proposals m the baSIc sense
that both proposals envisage the nighttime sharing of at least 12 of
the class I-A clear channels by more than 1 statioll' In addition, the
further notice would reserve for future determination the use to be
made of the remaininO' I-A channels. The method of duplication we
adopt is that proposelin the third notice for 23 channels and proposed
in the further notice for 7 channels. As noted, we have (except on
770 kc) removed the directionalization requirement for class I stations.
Since the two approaches do contemplate duplication of up to 12
frequencies, We have reexamined each of the 24 class I-A channels,
plus 1030 kc which is reclassified herein as a I-A clear channel. We
discuss later our reasons for selecting the 13 channels which we earmark in this proceeding for duplicatIOn by a class II unlimited-time
station. Channel sharing on the selected 13 clear-channel frequencies,
as has been aIDyly demonstrated in the comments, will not frustrate the
achievement 0 the primary objective of clear-channel allocation; i.e."
to render wide area service to the residents of less densely populated
portions of the country which are beyond the effective rench of interference-free nighttime service from other classes of stations. The
conditions projected in the third notice for the opemtion of additional
stations afford a high degree of protection to the 50-kw class I-A
stations now occupying these channels; i.e., to their 0.5-mv/m, 50percent skywnve contour. Snch interference as our action herein
would permit to minor, fringe reception beyond the 0.5-mv1m, 50percent skywave contour of those stations is, III our judgment, acceptable in view of the additional services which are thereby made possible
from new stations in underserved areas.
25. While we do not now reach a decision either for or against the
use of higher power, and while we thus leave entirely open the qUeB'
tion of what station,assignment plans would best serve the public'
interest on the 12 class I-A clear channels left in status quo at this
time, we recognize the critical importance of so tailoring the partial
reallocation as to avoid undue prejudice to practical latitude for
futnre decision. Our review of the comments persuades us that such
undue restriction would have resulted from adoption of the proposal,
in the third notice to place additional unlimited,time stations on virtually all of the class I-A clear channels.
'
26. Implementation of our judgment that we should at this time,
refrain from permitting shared nighttime use of all the class I-A
channels poses the problem of selecting, on a suitable basis, those
channels on which we open the way to additional unlimited-time
stations and those reserved for future decision. Numerous considerations bear on such a selection. The basic determinant is the question
of whether, taking into account the numerous circumstances affectiIlg
each channel and- the resultant overall pattern of service, it is best
suited to shared use or to the preservation of possibilities of wider
service from the existing do"" I-A station through utilization of
highel' power. Key factors having a hearing on this judgment,
include:
31 F.e.C.
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a. Location of needful white areas.
b. The possibilities for providing a primary nighttime service in tbose

white areas at sufficient distance from the class I-A station to permit
requisite protection of the generally usable portion of the existing station's
skywave service-i.e., the service area within its O.a-mv/ill) 5(}percent
skywave contour.
c. Due protection to existing cochannel U.S. daytime stations and to

U.S. stations on adjacent channels.
d. Consideration of adjacent~cbannel interference to stations located in
neighboring countries, and to foreign cochaanel stations to which the United
States is committed, under international agreements, to atl'ord a stated

degree of protection.
e. Avoidance of adja.cent-ehannel interference among new unlimited-time
stations assigned to the class I-A clear channels.
I. The location of wllite areas apparently beyond the reach of foreseeable
new stations which could provide a nighttime primary service.
U. Existing skywave services in the foregoing areas and the consequent
benefits from improved additional skywave services.
, h. The location of class I-A stations so situated-with reference to geographic relationships to the needful areas and cochnnnel and adjacentchannel domestic and foreign interference considerations-as to indicate
that they would be best adapted to the provision of additional and improved
skywave services to the needful areas.

27. In the case of no single channel would all of the foregoing
determinants uniformly indicate that it be earmarked for additional
unlimited-time assignment or that it be held in status quo for future
consideration of alternative action. In each case we have arrived at
our judgment by the painstaking process of determining and evaluating all the pertinent factors and deciding, on net balance, which course
would best serve the public interest both in usage of the individual
channel and in terms of the resultant assembled pattern of additional
ni,ghttime primary services, on the one hand, and the potential for
additional and improved skywave services in needful areas, on the
other hand. In weighing our choices of channels to be left at this
time in status quo we have taken into account the desirability of
endeavoring to preserve the potential of at least four reasonably reliable and satisfactory skywave services throughout all white areas.
28. In arriving at the selection of class I-A clear channels for
duplication and for status quo, we have scrutinized with great care
the entire record of this proceeding, including testimony, exhibits,
briefs, oral argument, comments, and other pleadings which, as we
have noted, have included diverse alternatives and counter proposals.
29. Considering all pertinent factors and submissions, and taking
into account the skywave services presently received, we have determined that the public interest will be served by deferring action
at this time on the following frequencies: 640, 650, 660, 700, 770, 820/
830, 840, 870, 1040, 1160, and 1200 kc. The potential for widespread
improvement in skywave service is thus preserved for future
evaluation.
30. In selecting 640, 820, 1160, and 1200 kc for inclusion in this
group, we have noted that these are the only I-A channels (other
than 1040 and 1120 kc discussed -below) serving the West; that the
'West is characterized by vast regions of low population density where
skywave signals afford the only nighttime broadcast service; that a
choice among skywave signals.is not generally ava~lable to a substan31 F.C.C.
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tial part of the West; and that acceptable locations for assignment
of new unlimited-tjme stations on these channels would, in general,
be limited to eastern areas already receiving abundant service. Accordingly, at this sta&e, we preserve the potential for improving
skywave service which these channels afford.
31. On 660 aud 770 kc, unlimited-time assignmentsl in addition to
the class I-A stations, are already operating. For thIS reason, as we
state in the third notice, no additional assi~ments on these channels
is deemed warranted at this time. Similarly, we do not at this time
take any action with respect to 830 kc because of the pendency of an
adjudicatory proceeding involving WNYC's use of that frequency
durin'" nighttime hours.
32. "'rhe potential for improved skywave service which arises from
the location of 650 kc at Nashville, 700 kc at Cincinnati, 840 kc at
Louisville, and 870 kc at New Orleans warrants inclusion of these channels in the !l'roup as to which no action is to be taken at this time. We
have exammed the feasibility of duplication on these Channels and,
while we recognize that duplication on these channels is possible, we are
reluctant to take an;\' actIOn at this time which would limit the potential of these statIOns for providing improved skywave service in
underserved areas of the Southeast.
33. Of the group on which action is deferred, there remains only
1040 kc to be discussed. The class I-A station on 1040 kc.is located at
Des Moines, Iowa. Both 1040 and 1120 ke, on which KMOX, St.
Louis, Mo., is the class I-A station, are somewhat centrally located,
and those channels could be used either to provide nighttime groundwave service to white areas in the West or to provide some improved
skywave service. We have concluded that, in attempting to achieve
a proper balance between the immediate benefits of duplication and
retltining a potential for improved skywave service, it is preferable to
defer action on 1040 kc, but to permIt an additional station on 1120
kc. An important factor in making this choice was a realization that
the potential of 1120 kc for prov.iding improved skywave service is
consJderably limited in all directions by adjacent·channel operations
at Omaha, Nebr., Charlotte, N.C., Shreveport, La., Minneapolis,
Minn., and New York,N.Y.
34. Turning now to the remaining class I-A channels, we have determined that they can best be utilized by permitting operation of an
unlimited-time class II station on each, thereby serving the important
and immedil1te objective of providing nighttime primary service to
white areas. This is not to indicate that other channels, among the
group not presently duplicated, could not be duplicated, and provide
valuable service to white areas. As we have indicated, Our action here
leaves to future determination, in the light of future de,-elopmellts,
the decision as to w11:1,t use should be made of those channels on which
the status quo is presently retained.
35. "\'Ve conclude thltt the proper balance between immediate objectives and possible future goals is hest achieved by deferring action on
the channels noted ahove Itnd by permitting one new unlimited-time
opel'lltion on the following: 670, 720, 780, 880, 10'20) 1030, 1100, 1120,
1180, and 1210 kc. In addition, 750 and 760 kc will be duplicated, but
31 F.e.e.
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in a way desiWled to meet special situations arisin~ out of the entry
into force of tne United States-Mexican Broadcastmg Agreement.
36. Class I-A stations on 880, 10'20, 1030, 1100, 1180, and 1210 kc
are located at or near the northern 01' eastern boundaries of the country, thereby affordin~ maximum opportunity for assignment of unlimited-time stations m the West where serious deficiencies in present
service exist and the corresp'0nding need for improvement is great.
Such location permits flexibllity in meeting the required spacinO' be.
tween cochannel class I-A and unlimited-time class II staflons.
Moreover, the impact of the new unlimited-time class II stations on
thB prBsent skywavB servicB of these class I-A stations will be at a
minimum becausB the useful skywave service theSB stations rBndBr is
genBrally confined to the extreme northBastBrn portion of the country.
, 37. The class I-A stations on 670, 720, 780, and 890 kc are located
in Chicago and, whilB they are, of course, west of the group just discussed, they still offBr useful opportunity for assignment of unlimitedtime stations in the far WBSt. Several Western States will meet
spacing requirements and, additionally, the useful skywave service
provided by the Chicago I-A stations IS confined to the region of the
.Great Lakes, which insures a minimum impact by the new cochannel,
unlimited-timB, class II stations to thBir skywave sBrvice. An added
ponsideration in selecting the Chicao!\'0 I-A frBquencies for duplication
is the limited potential which they nave for improving skywave service in areas which need it. Adjacent-channel class I operations in
New York would limit radiation to the East and requirements of protection to stations in Cuba and Mexico would limit radiation to the
,South. Their potential for improving skywave service to the West,
moreover, is not so great as that of the class I-A channels on which
we are presently retaming the status quo.
38. We have already discussed 1120 kc. The special considerations
concerning 750 and, 760 kc are treated separately in subsequent
paragraphsofthis report and order.
39. Our decision to permit nighttime sharing of 13 of the class
I-A clear channels could be implemented in several ways. If we
were to follow the practice heretofore established in assigning new
st.andard broadcast stations, applications meeting announced interference criteria and other technicn'! standards would be accepted and
processed without confinin~ such ,tpplications t'? .designated areas.
This would not be practICable here. The acceptablhty of any locatIOn
proposed for new unlimited stations on clear channels depends not
only upon rBquisite protection to existing stations/ but also. upon
avoidance of undue interference among the new statIOns so assigned.
This means that if we followed the general basis for standard broadcast station assignments we could expect to receive considerable numbers of mutually exclusive applications which conflict either because
they propose mutually inconsistent uses of the same frBquency or
because they propose conflicts as to acceptable locations of new adjacent-channel assignments on channels 10, 20, and 30 kc removed from
the channel apphed for. For these reasons the hitherto customary
approach to new station assignments could be expected to require
31 F.e.e.
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numerous complicated and interrelated hearings which would be
.
vastly and unnecessa~lytime consuming.
. 40. Much of this impediment and delay can be avoided by the system we here adopt-of designating the particular State or States
within which each of the I-A channels to be duplicated will be available for an additional unlimited-time station. The States so desi$nated have been selected with a view to making the most fair, e'l.Ultable, and efficient use of the frequency, takulg into account limitatIOns
imposed by the need to protect existm~ cochannel and adjacent-channel stations, ilie areas of g:eatest need for additional nighttiJne primary service, and the aVOldance of undue mutual interference among
the new stations iliemselves. Due re~ard has additionally been given
,
requisite protection to stations in neighboring countries.
41. In the interests of fulfilling to the greatest possible extent the
prime objective of the new unlimIted-time stations on the class I-A
dear channels--i.e., to create new primary services in white areas-we propose, as detailed below, to give preference to those applications
,,,hich most fully serve iliis objective, and we will not consider any
application for a new unlimited-time station on ·one of the class I-A
channels unless it meets a specified minimum criterion for new primary service to white areas.
.
42. For the foregoing reasons we reject proposals that we fix by
rule the specific communities in which iliese frequencies may be so
used. It would not be possible to anticipate, in advance of the filing
of specific station aSSignments, the finite circwnstances of principal
city and radiation pattern which could best serve ilie objective of
clear-channel duplication. ~Te leave this for decision on the basis of
applications to be submitted in accordance with ilie rules herein
adopted.
43. As to ilie suggestion that more than one unlimited-time class
II station be authoM;oed on the same class I-A channel, we deem it
preferable at this tiJne to pennit only one unlinlited-time class II
station On the channels selected for such use. After we have the
benefit of the manm,r in which the new unlimited-time class II sta,tions are utilized, and. details of actual perfonnance, interference,
etc., become available, we will be in a position to detennine whether
the public interest warrants assignment of additional unlinlited·time
facilities on these channels, and, if so, to detennine under what conditions they should be permitted. We are convinced, however, iliat
such a decision should await funher developments and that extension
of the plan adopted herein to include such multiple use is not warranted at this time.'
61 n this connectloD, Argonaut Broadcasting Co., Standard Broadcasting Co" and Senttle..
Portland, and Spokflne Radio ftll!"d n joint petition for acceptanee of l'npplementnl com·
ments on July 7, 1961., seeking comlderntfon of multiple nlgbttlme use of the cbanoel'B
on which th.ey operate Um1ted·tlme statloDs. The commentl!l were :tiled more thaD 1 yenr

altE'r the record In the proceeding had been closed Moreover they eame after public
annmmcement of InstrucUons by the Commlsl'llon to itR staft'. The orderly processes of
Tulemnking required thAt petitions so flIed be dented. In Rny event, 8.8 noted In the text"
It has been decided that multiple use (I.e.. nighttime sharing of the frequency by more
than the class I and a tdngle cInes II statloD) Is not warranted at th1s time. but flhou1d

await further developments. Tbe petition for aeceptnnce of late comments flIed by John
Poole Broadcasting Co., Inc.• is also denied:. That petition W8B also flIed more than II year
late ood Ifl nn attempted reargument of matters already presented 10 timely comments
and considered by the Commission. Several oppositions were filed to each petition.
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44. The r.e?~rd also reveals tl1ll;t many. of th~ comments ~u~sting
class II faelhhes come from partIes seekmg to' Improve theIr eXIsting
service-which is all too often in the areas of concentrated population
where little white area would be served. We have emphaSIzed our
aim of securing standard broadcast radio service to those areas which
lack nighttime primary service. The standards we adopt herein
are. directed toward the achievement of that end and represent our
considered judgment of the best way to fill these gaps in service at
tills time. In considering applications for class J;I ntcilities on these
clear channels we shall look closely at the appliCants' plans for serving such white area. The extent to 'which the facilities thus made
avaihtble are ultimately utilized is, and necessarily so under our free
competitive s,Ystem, dependent upon the business judgment of prospective apphcants and licensees. The fact that the theoretical optimum of service is unlikely of practical attaimnent due to such considerations as population distribution does not preclude our adopting
a solution which more nearly achieves the objectives of broadcasting
in the standard band than does the present utilization of class I-A
clear channels at night by only one station. The net result of the
action we take today is to open the war for additional nighttime prim,wy service to the public, especially III those areas where such service is needed, while at the same time holding to a minimum any loss
of existing service to the listening public.
45. Moreover, it is expected that, upon final resolution of this proceeding, applications may, be forthcoming :from parties who have not
commented in this proceeding, and that additional sites within the
States selected will be proposed. We can in a comparative hearing
consider, inter alia, the white-area population expected to be served
under the various proposals. Indeed, prospective applicants should
be aware that we intend, absent decisive countervailing circumstances,
that, as between fully' qualified applicants complying with all our
rules, the one who Will serve the largest white-area population will
i'eceive the grant. Parties are thus forewarned that white-area population served ratherthan total population served is of prime importance herein. We can foresee at this time only one kind of circumstance in which it may be anticipated that the grant should not
necessarily go to the qualified competing applicant proposing the
first primary service to the largest number of people. Under section
3.182(g) of the rules, primary service is not considered to exist in
towns with a population from 2,500 to 10,000 if available groundwave
service has a field intensity of less than 2 mv1m. It is possible that
one applicant :for an unlimited-time class II station may be in a
position to show that he would provide a first nighttime primary
service to more people than a competing Il.pplicll.nt, III reliance upon
his provision of groundwave service with a field intensity. of 2 mv 1m
or better to persons living near enough to an existing unlimited-time
station, so that they now receive service of 0.5 mv1m or better, Il.lthough
less than 2 mv/m. Some usable groundwave signals, although not
of the standard contemplated in section 3.l82(g), are thus available
to persons so situated. A competing applicant, on the other hand,
may be in a position to demonstrate that he proposes a first ground-
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wave service to a larger nllmber of people who do not now have an
9.5-mv/rn gro~ndlWave signal or better av!!,illl;ble to them. Consi~er
mg the obJectlves of our rule changes herem~ It would be appropriate,
in reaching our decision in such case, to take this circumstance .into
acc~lUnt and not necessarily to g;ant perfunctorily an application
wluch reflects a 'firSt primary servICe to the largest number of people
by virtue of including in the count persons wbo, although they do
not receive the 2-my/m signal prescribed in section 0.182 (g), are nevertheless able to receIve a sIgnal of at least 0.5 'mv/m.

Standards Governing New StatiM/, ASs1,gnments
46. In light of the fundamental concepts which we hlLve enunCiated
above-and considering that the I-A channels are those which must
be primarily looked to for the improvement of overlLll standard broadcast service-we adopt the following allocation standards, looking toward the assignment of unlimited-time stations herein classified -as
II-A stations. The class I stations now licensed to operate exclusively in the United States on these channels, listed in the table in
section 3.22 of the Commission's rules, will continue to operate with
50 kw of power, but will share operation on the channel with one
newly licensed station located in the designated area. These additional Itssignments are those which, from a careful analysis of the
entire allocation picture, we have determined will go furthest toward
achievement of our objective, provided they meet certain standards
as to power and service to white areas. The applicable standards are:
(1) The application must be for assignment to a community within the
State or States specified in tbe table in new section 3.22 of the rules.
(2) The application most be for unlimited-time operation with no less
than 10 kw nighttime power. A few parties have suggested that lower power
should be considered. Minimum power as herem specified is necessary if
a substantial amount ·of badly needed nighttime primary service is to be
provided, and we affirm onr earlier judgment in this respect. While It
is anticipated that these stations would also operate ordinarily with at least
10 kw power daytime~ in some cases requirements of protecting existing
nearby daytime stations may require that tbe new station operate with
lower power daytime. and, accordingly, to prOVide more fiexibility with
respect to the new asslgnmentB. we do not Impose such minimum requirement 88 to daytime power.
(3) At least 25 percent of the area or 25 percent of the population witll1n
the station's nighttime interference·free service contour must not receive
nighttime interference-tree primary service from JUlY other station.

Al?plications not meeting all of these standards will not be in comphance with our rule13 and will not be accepted" but will, if tendered,
be returned.
'
47. Additionally, the new class II-A stations will be required to
observe the following protection requirement9:
,
(1) Daytime protectIOn standards for existing class I-A stations
will be as prescribed in the present rules.
(2) Nighttime standards will require that the existing class I-A
station normally be protected to its O.5-mv/m, liD-percent skywave
31 F.e.e.
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field strength contour." The location of this contour will be determined in accordance with procedures specified'in the present rules
for class I-B stations and the lO-percent skywave signal from an interferin~ station on the same channel shall normally not exceed 25 uv/m
at this contour.
(3) In addition to providing protection to the existing class I-A
stations, the new class II-A stations will be required to afford protection to existing stations of other classes, as prescribed for class II
stations in accordance with present rules, except to facilities grlmted
after October 30, 1961.

Determinatwn of Se'MJioe and Interferenoe With Respeot to Olal/8
I-A Stati<Jns
48. In order to implement the assignment plan and to insure that the
class II-A stations provide needed service while imposing a minimum
impact on the service of the existing class I-A stations, the Commis:
sion, in its second supplement to the third notice, released February
19, 1960, sought comments concerning proposed engineering standards
for the limitation of nighttime cochannel interference to class I-A
stations. Almost without exception, the comments and engineering
statements which have been submitted proposed adoption of standards
which are based either on the definitions of service given in exhibit
109 of this proceeding or on the present Commission rules relating to
operation of stations on class I-B frequencies.
49. The Commission has previously recognized exhibit 109 as "the
most comprehensive and realistic tool yet devised for evaluation of
standard broadcast service." [EmphasiS added.] A number of comments noted, however, and we agree, that adoption of standards based
upon definitions of service ¢ ven in this exhibit would not lend themselves to convenient admimstration. We are disposed to assign considerable wei~ht to the requirement that standards be susceptible of
practical admmistration in order to facilitate implementation of the
a.llocation plan we adopt with minimum procedural delays. Observing this cnterion, and giving due consideration to all comments filed,
we have determined that the new assignments on class I-A channels
provided for herein shall be based on somewhat simpler concepts along
the lines presently embodied in our rules---i.e., protection of the class
I-A stations normally to their 0.5-mv/m, 50-percent skywave contours.
However, location of 50- and 10-percent-time skywave contours will be
determined by a method slightly different from that now used on clear
channels---i.e., by use of skywave curves contained in a new figure 10.
of section 3.190, which are the same as those contained in appendix
E to annex 2 of NARBA and) as to pertinent angle of departure,
USe of present figure 60. of sectiOn 3.190, which is now used for freqnencies other than clear channels (as to which fig. 6 is used), and
which is the same in pertinent part as appendix F to annex 2 of
NARBA. The location of the 50-percent-time contour will be deII We recognize the lm,portance of clear-channel service to national defense communi·
cations Rnd In emergenctes, and find substantial support in the coJ:!lments to the efl'eet that,
tC there Is to be duplication, the existing class I-A stations should be protected to their
(J.5-mv 1m, 50·pereent skywave contour.
\
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termined by the use of curve number 1 of figure 6a, with the title of
that figure modified accordingly. For the time being, assignments on
class I-B channels will continue to be based on figures 1 and 6 of that
section."
50. Use of the new figures la and 6a, the NARBA curves, instead
of present figures 1 and 6, has several advantages. First, it makes
more uniform the treatment of applications from a domestic and
from an international standpoint. Second, as a step toward eliminllr
tion of figures 1 and 6, it works toward simplifying the Commission's
rules by providing for only two standards instead of the present
three. Third, use of the NARBA skywave curves and the mom
refined figure 6a, angle-of-departure curves, will give somewhat J.llore
realistic results in terms of extent of service, interference, and prOtection. Fourth, the computation process involved in using new
figures la and 6a is somewhat simpler. Lastly, use of these figures-especially 6a instead of 6-will result in more complete protection
of the I-A station to its 0.5-mv1m, 50-percent skywave contour, the
desired objective. We have also considered the use of the latitudecorrected curves contained in figure 2 of section 3.190, which are the
same as the 10-percent-time curve contained in exhibit 109, but we
conclude that the considerations of simplicity mentioned above make
.
preferable the use of the standards adopted here.

Service to Nighttime "White Areas"
51. We have set forth above a minimum standard which the 'proposed new class II-A assignments must meet in order to be entItled
to consideration under our new rules--that at least 25 percent of the
area or population within its nighttime interference-free service contour must not now receive any nighttime interference-free primary
service from another station. We adopt this minimum criterion because, obviously, a proposed operation which would not add this much
service to present whIte areas would not greatly serve to fulfill our
objective, and at the same time would'lrobably, if not certainly,
block a later operation which would be a more value in this connection. We believe that prospective applicants in each case can and
should be expected to pick locations ana design operations which will
meet this criterion.
A pplication Processing
52. Applications for class II-A assignments will not be f,laced in
our normal processins line, but will be processed immediate y. This
is neCessary if our objective, which these are the chief and first means
of fulfilling, is to be attained with reasonable promptness. We disfavor exceptional 'priorities in license processmg except where the
most compelling CIrcumstances call for them. It is unquestionable,
ea BeCtluse of the large dtstnnoee: involved between cocbllDne} stations, the use of the
trequencJes 660 (New York City nod Falrbanks, AllH~kn) nnd 770 kc(New York City
nnd A!bllqU. erql1e) will not be a:ll'pcted by the ~ubstitutlon of figs. 1a nnd 6a, f-or figs. 1 and

6. 'I'b1s i~ prlmllrlly beenu8e nt the dlstnDCf'H between one station and the O.5-111Y/m.
50-percent akywnve contour of the other <more than 1,400 mUe8) the pertinent angle or
departure is virtually .zero UDder either fig. 6 or 6a.
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in our considered judgment, that the public interest in improved and
increased AM broadcast services will be far better served by proceeding with the least possible delay to deal with class II-A assignments
than by requiring them to wait until many hundreds of more routine
applications which were previously filed have first been disposed of.
. 53. We will, however, allow a period of 90 days after the effective
date of the rule amendments herein for the filing of applications for
class II-A stations before acting upon any of them, in order to afford
reasonable opportunity for the submission of other applications which
ma'y more effectively serve the major objective of reducing nighttime
wlute areas. Where more than one application for an assignment
provided for herein is filed, a comparative hearing will, of course,
be required.

Prohibition of New Daytime Assignments on Olass I-A Ohannels
54. For a number of years, we have been concerned with the crowding, and indeed overcrowding, of the daytime standard broadcast
spectrum, which has not brought a corresponding gain in service.
Not only has such intensive crowding of stations mto the spectrum
not brought the amount of needed additional service which had been
hoped for, but it has been argued that economic limitations on programing for very limited audiences in very small interference-free
service areas have prevented individual stations from rendering the
quality of broadcast service which they might otherwise provide. It
is the I-A channels to which we must look primarily for achievement of our overall allocations objectives. Therefore, for these and
related reasons, we have concluded that the I-A channels should not
be opened for the assignment of stations on the same uncontrolled
basis prevailing in the AM service generally, where each application
is considered separately except with respect to conflicting applications
or objectionable intlJrference to specific existing stations. Further
assignments on the I-A channels should be made in accordance with
an overall plan which will achieve our various objectives, including
provision of maximum service to underserved areas, provision of
local outlets for the maximum number of communities, and others.
55. We have achieved such plan with respect to the making of the
class II assignments provided for herein. After the specific location
and facilities of the class II stations have become established, the way
would be open for consideration, in subsequent rulemaking proceedings; of any further proposals which may be submitted for additional
Unlimited-time class II assionments on the class I-A channels in
question. As in the case of the class II-A assignments for which we
now provide, any such rulemaking proposll,ls would be examined in
the light of the prime objective of further reducing nighttime white
areas while at the same time affording due protection to the cochannel
class I-A station.
56. In the circumstances, we are amending the rules to remove
provision for new daytime stations on the 25 class I-A clear channels.
Pending applications therefor will be dismissed. It is evident that
·the aSSIgnment of new daytime stations on the <;lass I-A channels
81 F.e.e.
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could in many instances frustrate the future optimum use of these
channels for additional unlimited-time stations. Considering the
potential reach ·of cochannel interference, the making of numerous
daytime assignments on these channels could seriously impair tl1e
va.lue of the new class II-A assignments through extensive daytime
interference to the new class II-A station and by im[>osing protection
requirements which the new class II-A station would have to meet..
Moreover, new daytime stations on the 12 class I-A channels now held
in status quo could hinder or obstruct whatever further use of the
channels--higher power andlor additional unlimited-time assignments--may ·later be found appropriate in furtherance of our objective of improved overall radio service.

Adjacent Ohannels
57. Our rules take into account objectionable groundwave interference not only between cochannel stations but also between stations
10 and 20 kc removed. As to skywave interference, the rules (sec.
3.182) take into account objectionable skywave-to-groundwave interference cochannel and between stations 10 kc removed.' The ru~es
(sec. 3.37) also provide that two stations will not be authorized 10
or 20 kc removed when the 2-mv 1m groundwave contour of one would
overlap the 25-mv/m contour of the other, or 30 kc removed where
the 25-mv1m groundwave contours would overlap.
58. Aside from some of the class I-A channels themselves (as to
which, since there will for the time being be no further applications
other than those specifically provided for herein, no further consideration need be given in tlus connection), there are a total of 33
frequencies which are located adjacent to-i.e., within 30 kc of-one
or more class I-A channels. These include 14 I-B channels (other
than 1030 kc, herein reclassified as I-A), 10 channels on which Canada
or Mexico has priority for class I-A use, 7 regional channels, and
the 2 local channels 1230 and 1240 kc. In our judgment, it is obvious
that we should not proceed to ~rant applications for these frequencies
where the operation proposea would have a substantial impact on
future optimum use of the class I-A channels, either the specific use
provided herein for 13 of them, or possible future uses of the other
12 which are to be the subject of continuing study.
59. The problem of protecting against such adverse impact from
adjacent-channel operations has two parts:
(1) Protection of the new unlimited-time class II assignments on 13 class
I-A channels from new or changed operations on adjacent channels which
would thwart such new class II assignments or jeopardize tbeir value because
of iDterference caused or received, or involve prohibited contour overlap;
(2) Protection of the future use to be decided upon for the remaining 12
class I-A cbannels upon whicb the status quo is retained for tbe present.
7 Objectionable Interference exists where the ratio between del'llrl."d and undesired grOllDdwave signnl" I" leBs than: (1) oochnnnel, 20 to 1; (2) 10 kc llpllrt" 1 to 1; (3) 20 kc
apart. 1 to 30 (sec. 3.182 (w»). AdjacentMchanneI (10 kc removed) Skywdve-grolWdwllve
interference exists where the rlltlo 11'1 less thau 1 to 5. The rulefl also recognjze ndjacentchannel (10 kc removed) groundwave-to-skywave Interference. but, since only Clast'll
stations are geuer:a.lI;r regarded as rendering sk.;rwa....e service. this problem does nut Olrll'le
bere.

31 F.C.C.
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Different kinds of restrictions are necessary with respect to frequencies adjacent to the two groups of class I-A channels involved in (1)
and (2) above. Since some frequencies are adjacent to class I-A
channels in ooth gronps, it will be necessary (with the exceptions
noted below) to impose both kinds of restrictions as to the adjacent
frequencies so situated.

Protection With Respect to New Ola8811 Unlimited-Time Stations
60. The frequencies which are adjacent to t,he class I-A channels
on which we now permit new class II unlimited-time assignments are:
~_~m~mQ~_~~~m~~~

1050, 1060, 1070, 1080, 1090, 1110, 1130, 1140, 1150, 1170, 1190, 1220, 1230, and
1240 kc.

'Ve find that in order to avoid undue risk of mutual interference or
prohibited overlap between stations on these frequencies and the new
unlimited-time class II stations, which would seriously impair the
value of the latter, it will be necessary to process applications on the
above-listed frequencies in accordance with the provisions of para!ITaph (a) of the appended revision of section 1.351 of the rules.
When it appears that the adjacent-channel facilities requested would
involve undue risk of objectionable daytime or nighttime interference
to, prohibitive daytime or nighttime interference from, or prohibited
overlap with a possible class II assignment as provided herein, the
possibly conflictmg application will not, be granted but will be held
pending until the location of the new class II station and its mode
of operation are determined. If a hearing on the possibly conflicting
application is in progress or is ordered for other reasons, the hearing
will include an issue as to effect to or from the new class II assignment.
When the location and facilities of the new class II station are determined, the other application will be (1) granted (or otherwise acted
upon independently of the new class II assignment) 1 if it appears
that interference or overlap conditions as mentioned would not exist;
or (2) designated for hearing, where it appears that such conditions
would exist. The hearing will not be comparative, but will be upon
the issue of whether, with the class II statIOn operating as proposed,
grant of the other application would serve the public interest, taking
mto account the extent of interference or overlap between the two
operations.
61. In giving the foregoin" priority to class II assignments over
conflicting aSSIgnments on adjacent channels we depart from longestablished bases for comparative consideration in such cases. We
do so with full awareness of the requirements under section 307(b)
of the Communications Act for fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of radio facilities. After the most painstaking consideration we
conclude that, in view of the paramount importance of enabling' the
new class II-A stations to achieve--to the greatest extent possible-the primary objective of reducing nighttime white areas, for'which
class I-A frequencies lIre best suited, it could only frustrate the effectIve implementation of section 307 (b} and invoke wasteful hearing
processes to no useful end, to apply here th~ long-established I'oute
31 F.e,e,
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of the compamtive routines which have hitherto been gener1l11y followed. In our judgment, the public interest will be much better
served by giving the clnss II-A stations the protection discussed
above. Such action, although not conforming with past routines, is
not unprecedented. It is basically similar to the :precedence given
class I-A assignments over conflicting applications 1Il the interest of
service to areas which it is impracticable to reaeh with other classes
of stations. Similar precedence in the case of the Anchorage and
San Diego assignmente is required in order to effectuate adjustments
necessary to meet this Nation's intemational obl~gations.
62. It is appare!lt f.rom the fo~e~?ing t~at we do not contempl.a:.te
grant of any aI;'phClttlOns for faCll1tlBs wInch would prevent making
the new unlinuted,time class II assignments established herein, or
which could not coexist with them. It is possible, however, tha.t some
assignments on adjacent frequencies may receive hiterference from
these subsequently authorized class II stations. Therefore, in order
to provide the greatest opportunity for these new class II assignments in furtherance of our objectives, and in order that. whereappropriate, such assignments may be implemented without the cumbersome and time-consuming adjudicatory processes often involved in
new AM assignments, we will impose, as a condition on any grant
of an applicatlOn for new or changed facHities on one of the frequencies listed in paragmph 60, the condition that the grant is subject to
whatever objectionable interference may be received from any of
the new class II unlimited-time stations provided for herein. Our
rules are amended so as w provide that all grants involved are]SO
subject, and every authorization on any of the indicated frequencies
will carry this condition.
Protection With Respect to Olassl-A ChannelRLeft in Status Quo
63. The following frequencies are adjacent to the 12 class I-A
channels which, f{jr>the time being, we leave in status quo:
>
610, 620, 630, 680, 690, 710, 730, 790, 800, 810, B5Q, 860, 900, 1010, )050,
)060,1070, U30, U40, U50, U70, U90, and 12201<"-

We find that in order to avoid undue risk of frustrating future improvements to service on the 12 class I-A channels now left in status
quo (whether by possible future authorization of higher power, ~
possi~le !uture class> II un!imited~ti.me assignments, or by poss~b16
combmatlOns of these techmques) It IS necessary >~ apply to applIcations on the above-listed adjacent frequencies the restrictions set out
in paragraphs (b) and -(c) of section 1.351 as herein amended. We
have omitted from the foregoing list two frequencies (740 and 1230
kc), notwithstandinl5 the fact that, like those listed, they also are
adjacent to class I-A channels now held in status quo!
• De-spite tbese adjacencies. it 1'8 not appropriate to lJubject 740 and 1230 kc to the
same ref'trtctioDs whIch are applied to tbe other frequenc~a 11sted in this paragraph.
74(1 kc is adja<:lent to 770 ke.. The limits of future use of 770 ke are 8uffie1eDtly defined by
prevlol1.IJ COll'lmJ$sion decisioDs as to est8bllRb the degree of protftCtiotl rPQulred tl) be
provided to s,tll.ttOD8 nsslgned to this c:=hannel. The specln.l circumstances pertinent,to 1230

ke are noted below In par. 61.

31 F.C.O.
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64. The restrictions we impose on the adjacent frequencies listed

i~ pa:a!;raph 63 will w maint,,:ined until SepteI!!ber 1, 1964, by which

tune It IS expected that we WIll w able to decIde the future use of
the 12 class I-A channels now left mstatus quo. Should earlier
decision w reached, it will be possible to shorten this period. In the
interim we deem it necessary to defer the processing of all applications for new facilities on the listed frequencies, or for the change of
e:risting stations to the~ frequen~ies. Only. by this means is it posSible to safeguard effectIvely agamst the asSIgnment of new statIOns
which could obstruct the pOSSIbilities for meaningfUl improvement
of serviee by whichever of the techniques it may w found wst to
fllnpJoy in improvihg service on the class I-A channels now left in
status quo. Additionally, as provided in the appended amendment
to section 1.351 t we will examine requests fot modifications of outsta~ding a~thor~zatIons on the freq.uencies listeq in paragraph 63, with
a VIew to msurmg that those whIch propose mcreases of power, or
~hich seek authorization ~o operl,lte existing: s~ations during l?-ighttIme hours not now authonzed, WIll not prejUdIce the effectuatIOn of
service improvements on the 12 reserved class I-A channels. Action
will be deferred until September 1, 1964, on applications which we
find would jeopardizasuch improvements.
.
65. It is because of the relative degree of possible impact that, in
the restrictions summarized in paragraph 64; we have made a distinctIon between applications for new facilities 'and those for certain
major changes. The effect of a change in facilities (without change
of frequency) is more predi.ctable in terms of possible impact on
adjacent class I-A channels, if for no other reason than that the
station whose facilities are to w changed is already in existence,
radjatin~, and entitle<;l to protection, !ind therefore--whatever may
ultImately be defemuned as the optImum use for the class I-A
channel~the inhibiting effect on such use from the proposed change
in facilities will often be inconsequeutial. In the case of a new
station, on the other hand, the facilities would represent, almost
by definition, a subsfanti'al new factor on the frequency which would
have to be reckoned with in deciding the ultimate use of the adjacent
class I-A channel. This is true both because of the interference
potential of the new operation, involving radiation in an area of
the country where usually it did not exist before,on that frequency,
and because the new opeT!\tion would be entitled to some degree of
protection and would thils impose a limitation on use of the adjacent
I~A channel in that area.· Thus, until final decisions are reached as
to the· future uses of these class I-A channels, any new station on
an adjacent channel is quite likely to have a .damaging adverse impact. We must, therefore, defer action on all such applications for
the. :>-year period mentIoned; i.e., until September 1, 1964, unless
appropriate overall decisions can be made earlier.

Proteotion With Respeot to Adjaoent OllJ.88lV Ohannels
• 66. We recognize the need for exceptional treatment of 1230 and
1240 kc, which are class IV channels. Both are adjacent to 1210 kc
81 F.C.C.
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on which a new class II-A station is proposed. Under separate rule
amendments Jlrevi?usly adopted the Commission has increased the
daytime maxImum power of class IV stations from 250 w to 1 kw.
There is strong reason for keeping the way open to the prompt processing of applications for such daytime power increases, III order that,
insofar as possible, class IV stations still operating with less than 1 kw
daytime may have the opportunity to offset the interference effects
of power increases by other class IV stations. Since the power increase is confined to daytime hours, since there is a maximum limit
of 1 kw, and, further, m view of the fact that the adjacencies here
involved are 20 and 30 kc removed from the pertinent class I-A
channel, the regular processing and grant of these applications may
not be ex{'ected to interfere unduly with the assignment of a class
II-A statlOn on 1210 kc. Applications on 1230 and 1240 kc other
than for daytime power increase will be considered in the light of
possible impact on the class II-A assigIllllent, as provided in the
revised section 1.351 of the rules.
67. For similar reasons, we refrain from imposing further restrictions on the use of 1230 kc, notwithstanding the fact that it is
additionally adjacent to 1200 kc, one of the class I-A channels on
which we now preserve the status quo. Owing to the remoteness
of the adjacency involved (30 kc removed), and the limitations otherwise imposed by our rules on the use of class IV frequencies, we find
that no useful purpose would be served by barring new class IV assignments on 1230 kc, or by otherwise limiting the use of this channel.

Rest,ltant Revision of Freeze Rule
68. Hitherto, under a blanket freeze imposed by section 1.351 of
the rules, the processing of all applications of designated types on
all class I-B clllumels within 30 kc of class I-A channels has been
deferred. Under section 1.351 as herein amended, the processing
of applications on frequencies adjacent to the class I-A chanuels will,
with one exception, no longer be deferred. Instead (with the one
exception of applications for new stations on designated. adjacent frequencies), processing of applications will proceed in the normal
course. Only where it is dete.rmined that the grant of an application would jeopardize improvement of service on class I-A channels
as contemplated herein WIll we defer action on the adjacent-channel
application until further developments make it possible to evaluate
the matter definitively.
69. While we thus moderate the former freeze, we at the same
time have found it necessary, for reasons already stated in some
detail, to extend to additional adjacent frequellcies the remaini~Ig
restrictions applied to preserve due latitude in making: the most fall',
efficient, and equitable possible use of the class I-A channels. Specifically, we now brinp: within the purview of the amended sectJOn
1.351 frequencies which, like those formerly included, are within
10, 20 or 30 kc of a class I-A channel. Although the rule had
forme;ly applied only to class I-;B .channels so situated, it has frequently been pointed out that, so limIted, the rule hazarded damagmg
31 F.e.e.
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illlsignments on other classes of similarly adjacent channels: . Since
the only "freeze" (i.e., deferment of application processing) now
retained has been narrowed to new assignments on channels adjacent
to 12 of the class I-A channels, section 1.351, as amended to include
oadditional adjacent channels, will have less restrictive effect than if
these channels had been so included when the freeze provisions applied
to frequencies adjacent to all of the class I-A channels. The fact
that, animated by the desire to restrict the freeze, we formerly confined it to adjacent class I-B channels, did result in.assignments on
ilimilarly adjacent frequencies of other classes which to an extent
have hampered and limited our efforts to make optimum use of the
dass I-A channels on which we have found it·desirable to permit new
unlimited-time class II stations. This experience has demonstrated
that continued omission of some adjncent frequencies from the restrictions imposed under section 1.351 is bOlmd to create progressively
serious jeopardy to the realization of the vital and basic objectives
of the best utilization of the class I-A clear channels. We thus
have found it imperative to adjust section 1.351 in the manner described above. We do so with regret that it will create sollle delays,
and only after renching the considered judgment thnt, tnking nil
pertinent fnctors into account, the public interest will be best served
by the course here ndopted.

Some Specific Proole'lTb8
iO. A few specific problems and areas of comment should be noted
at this point. As we noted in our third notice, the opemtions of
KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska, on 660 kc and of KOB, Albuquerque,
N. Mex., on 770 kc, have caused us to conclude that no additional
assignments on these two channels are warmnted at this time.
71. One specific proposal for use of 770 kc wns received, but it was
a proposal for multiple use of the frequency. We have already denied
requests for multiple use at this time. Meredith Engineering Co.,
National Weekly, Inc., and Sky Broadcasting Service all sought
multiple use of 660 kc in various diverse locations.
72. One other related vroposal is the suggestion by WJR, the Goodwill Station, Inc., DetrOIt, the I-A station on 760 kc, that the use of
760 kc by KGU Honolulu, Hawaii, should be considered as the duplication of that frequency and no furthe·r assignments made thereon.
We cannot agree. In the case of 660 kc, we have recognized that,
because of the paucity of radio facilities operating in Alaska, it would
he inadvisable to permit the same amount of interference to reach
that area as we do in the remaining States \vhere some 3,400 radio
stations are in operation. Alaska, with its vast remote area, is highly
dependent upon its radio services. KFAR can serve most of Alaska,
which obviously does not receive services from other States, but could
not do so if we authorized another station on 660 kc somewhere in
the Southwest. 'We are motivated in this regard by the need for
protection against the potential interference which would be caused
to the Alaska station by a new class II station so located that it would
protect the dominant station and also comply with restrictions caused
31 F.C.C.
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by operation of a cochannel station in Cuba. There is no similar
need to protect 760 kc in Honolulu\ several tllOusand miles from t,he
mainland. Moreover, it is WJR, tne I-A station on the frequency,
which makes the suggestion-and not KGU. WJR, along with all
other class I-A stations, will be protected to its 0.5-mv/m, 50-percent
skywave contour.
640 ko a,u18S0 ko
73. While neither 640 Ire, on which KFJ operates as the I-A station at Los Angeles, nOr 830 kc, on which weco operates as the I-A
station at Minneapolis, is authorized for use by a class II-A station,
both of these frequencies should be given special attention here
because of pending hearings which involve the question of additional
use of those frequencies.
'
74. On 640 kc, station WOI, Ames, Iowa (which is regularly
licensed to operate on this frequency daytime with 5 kw nondireetionally), operates with 1 kw power from 6 a.m. (c.s.t.) to s\lllrise at
Ames, which is during nighttIme hours when sunrise is later than 6.
Notwit,hstanding the fact that this operation does not meet the conditions of section 3.78 of the rules concerning presunrise operation of
daytime stations on clear channels, the Commission MS, since 1944,
authorized such presunrise operations by WOI under a series of
special service authorizations (and more recently under other tempornry authority), a tJpe of authorization employed in exceptional
circumstances to permIt uses of AM frequencies for which provision
is not made in the general rules. There is currently pending an adjudicatory proceeding, docket No. 11290, in which there is at issue the
basic question of whether the public interest would be served by continuing to authorize 'VOl's presunrise operation.
75. Since 1943, WNYC, a municipally owned and operated station
at New York City, has been permitted under a series of temporary
authorizations to operate on 830 kc during certain nighttime hours:
6 a.m. (e.s.t.) to local sunrise and from sunset at Minneapolis to 10
p.m. (e.s.t.), ,,.ith power of 1 kw. (WNYC's regularly licensed
limited-time operation on 830 kc is at 1 kw power, with a different
,directional antenna.) Notwithstanding the directional antenna employed, WNYC's operation during nighttime hours causes interfer'ence within the secondary service area of WCCO at MinneapQlis.
In a pending adjudicatory proceeding (docket No. 11227) consideration is being given to the question of whether, balancing the interference caused to weco a<Tainst the service WNYC renders during
llighttirne hou~l the pUbftc interest would be served by continuing
to permit WNrC's mghttime operation, for which no provision is
made in the AM rules governing the use of class I·A frequencies.
76. 'Ve do not here decide upon or prejudice the decision in those
'adjudicatory proceedings. In one pertinent ]'espect, however, it is
,appropriate to take action in this proceeding by way of amending
the clear-channel rules to esta,blish the basis for the regular licensing
,of 'VOl's presunrise operations and WNYC's nighttime operations so
that in the event it is decided in the adjudicatory proceedings that
:such operations are in the public interest the way will be clear proIII F,C.C.
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cedurally for applications to be filed for such operations on a regular
basis.
750 ko and 760 ko
77. In two instances we have provided for a solution to special
problems arising by virtue of the entry into force of the United
States-Mexican Broadcastinlf Agreement, by allocating 750 kc to
Anchorage, Alaska, for use Oy station KFQD, and 760 kc to San
Diego, Calif., for use by station KFMB.
78. The agreement between the United States of America and the
United Mexican States concerning broadcasting in the standard
broadcast bitnd signed in January 1957 gives Mexico a class t-A
priority on 540 kc and thus precludes its continued use at San Diego.
While discontinuance of this particulitr use of 540 kc in the United
States is offset by advantitges deriving from the provisions of the
agreement for recIprocal protection on all AM broadcast frequencies,
the problem remams of finding it suitable f~uency on which the
service heretofore provided by KFMB at San DIego may continue to
be rendered to that community a.nd adjacent areas. It is appropriate
that use be made of the relatively uncluttered spectrum space still
open on the class I-A clear channels, and that provision be made in
this proceeding-which embraces the allocation questions pertaining
to all class I-A frequencies-for a substituted assignment to San
Dieg-o. A painstakingly careful review of all the availabilities persuades us that 760 kc IS the preferable choice, taking into account
requirements of r.rotection to Mexican stations on other class I-A
channels, the avaIlabilities of some other class I-A clear channels for
new class II-A stations at other places in the United States, domestic
and Canadian cochannel and adjacent-channel limitations on the allocittion of individual class I-A clear channels, and related considerations. We accordingly herein assign 760 kc for use for a class II
unlimited-time operation at San Diego. Exceptionally, in this instance, we confine the assignment to a specific

ci~y

instead of making

it available generally throughout one or more States in conformity
with the general pattern of clear-channel reallocations adopted herein.
79. In reaching this decision, we have given consideration to all
comments relating to KFMB's request for shift to 760 kc or other frequency, and to possible alternative solutions. These include comments by stations KFSD, San Diego, WJR, Detroit, and other comments bearing on this problem. We note the interest of KFSD, a station operating at San Diego on 600 kc, in shifting to a class I'-A frequency if any should be made available. Parties interested in securing a class II-A operation in California may apply for 1120 kc, which
is herein made available for application in California or Oregon.
The interests of any other parties in the use of 760 kc at San Diego
can, of course, be considered in connection with renewal of KFMB's
license on that frequency. We are not, however, using 760 kc to solve
the main issues of the clea.r-channel proceeding, but for this special
limited purpose. Therefore, it will not be available under the criteria governing class II-A stations, but will be authorized to operate
with 5 kw of power, the power presently used by KFMB on 540 kc.
31 F.e.e.
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Finally, we recognize that an authorization under this rule will require waiver of l\ection 3.37 of our rules because of a 2- and 25-mv/m
overlap with station KBIG, Avalon, Calif. (740 kc).
80. In like manner, we are reservinO" 750 kc, herein assigned to
Alaska, for use at Anchorage. by KFQ'b, which must vacate 730 kc
under the terms of the Mexican agreement. This special need results in the use of 750 kc in Alaska, rather than in Arizona as proposed by the third notice. Moreover, our careful search has disclosed no other frequency which, under the general aJlocation plan
-we adopt, could be allocated to Arizona. However, the comments
received under the third notice show that 750 kc would have been
"unworkable" in Arizona in any event. Use of 750 kc in Arizona is
undesirable because it would present serious adjacent-channel problems and the assignment could not be used in wide areas of the State.
The necessity of avoiding interference to KUEQ (740 kc, Phoenix),
coupled with its central location in Arizona, constitutes a formidable
bar to the flexible use of the frequency within the State. Other substantially limiting factors to such assignment would be the necessity
of protecting cochannel station KMMJ, Grand Island, Nebr., and an
.adjacent-channel station (740 kc) at Cortez, Colo. These stations
would probably forever limit an Arizona station on 750 kc to a power
of 10 kw o,nd would seriously restrict its location. We note, in
passing, that no specific proposals were received requesting 750 kc for
Arizona. II'e have given the TJarties' comments and proposals careful
eonsideration and agree that 750 kc is not a desirable assignment for
Arizona. Because of the special use made of 'i50 kc, it will not be
governed by the eriteria applying to class II-A stations. Its use at
Anchora,!l;e will be limited to 10 kw, the power presently used by
station KFQD on 730 kc.
81. We note, with respect to both the Anchorage and San DieO"o
assignments made herein on 750 kc and 760 kc, that neither serves tte
primary objective of the clear-channel reallocations adopted in the
appended rule amendments; i.e., the provision of primary service to
white o,reas. Were it not for the special and compelling circumstances which justifv the exceptional use of these frequencies as herein
provided for, we would have preferred to allocate them for stations
which would provide a first primary service in white areas. We
nevertheless conclude, after a painstaking balancing of all pertinent
eonsiderations, that it is appropriate and desirable to m!lke the exceptional provisions for 750 and 760 kc which we here o,dopt. As to
both, we Impose a requirement that they protect the 0.5-mv 1m, 50percent skywave contour of the class I-A station operating on the
samechannel. In addition, they will, of course, be required to meet
the daytime protection standards presently contained in the rules.
KOB (770 kc)
82. The special circumstances relating to 770 and 1030 kc relate
largely to the "IrOn pl'Oblem."· In 1940; as in prior years, stations
"'For R more complete history ot thll~ mAtter. R~ the Comml8sfon'lJ d-eclsl(ll'l, In ~<\Jbu
.querque BrC)8.dcastfn~ Co .• app. A. 20 FCC 683, 7M i 16 R.R. 166. 8B3, ll.tnrmed 280 F. 2d
~81, 20 R.R. 2001 (1~60).

31 F.e.e.
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WJZ New York City (now WABC), WBZ, Boston, and IeOB,Albuquerxlue, opem~d as class .1 stations on the clear channels 760, ?90, and
1180 kc, respectIVely, sectlOn 13.25 (a) of our rules theu pl'ovldmg that
760 and 990 kc were I-A clear channels, and 1180 kc was a 1-13 clear
channe1. Under the reallocations effected in late 1940 and early 1941 to
implement the first North American regional broadcasting agreement,
all of these stations were required to change frequency. W ABC
(WJZ) was shifted to 770 kc, and, under the rule amendments effective
March 29,1941, that frequency became a I-A clearclmnnel. As part of
the overall reallocation (in which many stations were moved to higher
frequencies) it was necessary to remove KOB from 1180 kc, and no frequency could be found on which that station could retain its 1-13 status.
Accordingly, WBZ and KOB were both assi~ed to 1030 kc, WBZ as
a class 1-13 station and IeOB as a class II statlOn, and began operation
on this frequency March 29, 1941. The rule amendments effective the
same date made 1030 kc a class 1-13 frequency. Because of the limited
service KOB could render on 1030 kc, efforts were made to find a. frequency on which its service area would be larger. Accordingly, in
October 1941, reOB received a special service authoriz'ltjon to operate
on 770 kc with 50 kw day and 25 kw night, nondirectionally. Since
October 1941, IeOB has operated on 770 kc, under a series of SSA's
and most recently under temporary authot·ity.lO
83. Early in 1944 KOB l\pplied for modification of oonstruction permit and license to operate on 770 kc with 50 kw power, unlimited time
l\nd nondirectionally. It was the hearing proceeding on tlus application (dockets 6584 and 6585) which ultimately resulted in OUr decision.
of September 1958 (25 FCC 683, 16 R.R. 765), in the "IeOB case.'"
This hearing, after an extensive inquiry into 10 possible modes of operation. by KOB (4 on 770 kc and 6 on 1030 kc), resulted in a determmation that the public interest would best be served by KOB and WABG
both operating on 770 kc as class I stations, affording each other mutw\l
protection by directionalizing their oper'ations at night. The Commission accordingly amended its rules to permit assignment of two>
class I stations on 770 kc. Of great importance in reaching this conclusion was the fact that KOB would render a much larger nighttime·
primary service" under this mode than under any other mode, as well
as SOUle secondary service, including secondary service to au area in the
West which receives only two other secondary services and has no·
nighttime primary service. (See 25 FCC 771-782, 16 R.R. 859-873.).
The decision took into account the loss of service from WABC whiell
would be entailed by requiring that station to directionalize (whiell
would occur largely in the East1 where service is substantially more
abundant), and there was speclfic comparison of the mode fina,lly
selected with operation by IeOB as a class II station protecting
1<1

In

19~7

pursuant to an Order of the Commission following a mandate of the Court

of Appeillii for the District of Columbia. KOB's nigbttf~ operation was- dlrectlonaUzed
80 as to Bubsta.rttlnlly protect WABe fr\Tm objectlonuble Interference within that station's;
O.Ci mv 1m 50 percent skywave contour, and it presently ope.des on that baRls. However,

KOB bas continued to be licensed tor oPeration on 1030 kc. presently

holdin~

a renewal

ot license unW 1962 on that frequency. even though it does not operate therr'on.

Under tbIg mode ()f operation KOB can pro,"ide a nl,!.;'httlme prlmtu'Y 8er\'ic~ to 156.275persons who lack lLny such 8erv1ce from other stations as compared to only 31,483 pel"so-ns:
who would be 80 benefited if KGB sbould operate 8.s.a class II sta.pon protecting WARe.
U
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WABC's present service. (See 25 FCC 778, 16 RR 866-867.) The
decision outlined Ivarious procedural steps designed to implement this
conclusion; KOB, as permitted by the decision filed an amendment to
its 770 kc application looking toward the operation decided upon.
Pending action on this application, KOB continues to operate on 770
kc under its temporary authority, with 50 kw daytime and 25 kw,
directionalized to protect W ABC, at night. WABC has consistently
opposed KOB's assignment to 770 kc, and in its presently pending
application for renewal of license indicated that it does not acquiesce
in our conclusion that its nighttime operation should be directionalized
to afford KOB mutual class I protection. Since the rule amendment is
phrased in permissive ruther than mandatory terms, WABC's renewal
application is not technicall'y in conflict with the amended rules.
KSTP, Inc., the licensee of KOB, has filed an application for facilities
on 770 kc at New York City, directionalized as set forth in our KOB
decision, obviously in conflict with VVABC's renewal a'lplication.
84. ABC appealed our decision to the U.S. Court 0 Appeals for the
District of Columbia, which in May 1960 affirmed the Oommission.
(Am.erican Broadcasting Oompany v. FOO, 280 F. 2d 631, 20 RR
2001.) However, the Court added :
At the same time, we do not think that the position of ABC as a network
should be perlnnnently prejndiced by forcing it to share a channel if otber
net\'\"orks are giyen fun use of clear cllRlmels. This inequity, if it exists or is
permitted to exi~t. should be cogniznble by the Commission in a proper
proe~ding urougl1t lJefore it by ABC, even though the assignment of KOB
to 770 kc il-l J}ermittE'd to continue. In other words. the Commission should
seek to provide channel facilities to the ABC network on a basis which is
fair and equitaule in comparison with other networks. Vlhetller tbis is to
he done iJ~' perllliUhlg ABC to intervene in the clear-channel proceedings
now llending, or through 80me other means, is not for us to say. It may
be that ABC can raise its claims in this regard by filing competitive npplicatiom'l ,"}W11 prlo'$t'llt Ucen",ees on other frt>fJuencies seek renewal or by seeking
llJOdifieation of e-xisting licenses held by others. Perhaps the Commission
will afforu, sua sponte, 80me other pro('e<lural remedy. Thus, we do not
believe that ABC has been or should be precluded from a hearing on its
claim that the public interest requires that the loss of service in the East,
which class I broadcasting frolll Albuquerque prOduces, be-absorbed by some
eastern broadcaster othel' than 'llABC. An~' failure b:y the Commission
to give du('! consideration to ABC's claim for treatment comparable to that
nceol'ded to other networl\s, when raised in an appropriate manner, may
be brought to the courts for review.

85. In view of the above language of the court of appeals and the
need for further he'1rings concerning some or all of the three pending
applications mentioned above, it is not. af'propriate hereto determine
finally the exact form of operations wInch will be permitted on the
channel 770 kc. However, we have in our deliberations herein reviewed the disposition to be made of all of the clear cllannels, including that frequency, and certain conclusions as to the "KOB problem"
and 770 lw are required and n,ppropriate at this point. These, which
are discussed in more detail below, are as follows:
(a) For reasons stated at length in the I\"OB decision, and in line with our
general conclusions reached herein coneerning the need for using I-A dlllnnels _to provide a first nighttime primary service in underserved area~, tile
pUblic interest requires the establishment of a major unlimited time fudlity
31 }'.C.C-
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in New Mexico. This is particularly true in the unique KGB case, where
the area once bad class I service and was deprived of it because of the
reallocations required in 1941 in connection with t.he first NARBA.
(b) The frequency 1030 kc, being greatly inferior to 770 kc for such
operation for reasons stated in the KOB decision, can no longer be regarded
as involved in the KOB problem, and is available for other use. Its utilization is discussed below.
(D) The frequeney 770 kc is the one most suitable and appropriate for such
operation by KOB. We did not consider alternative frequencies other than
770 and 1030 kc in the KOB proceeding, and w€' should not and, indeed.
cannot consider them further-e.g., on the basis ()f an evidentiary record as
requested by ABCl--either here or in whatever hearings may take place
with respect to the 770 kc applications mentioned above.
(d) \Vhatever may be the ultimate decision as to operation by New
York and Albuquerque stations on 770 kc, we conclude with respect to this
channel, for the same reasons discussed above with respect to the I-A
channels generally, that multiple breakdown thereof, with more than two
stations operating at night, is not in the public interest at this time. Therefore, pending applications for unlimited-time operations by other stations
on this frequency will be dismissed.

86. The only one of these points requiring further discussion is the
selection of 770 kc as the frequency for the New Mexico unlimitedtime assignment, without further consideration of other frequencies
on the basis of an evidentiary hearing as requested by ABC. This
channel was selected in the KOB case as one of two for consideration,
because of the historical association of that frequency with the KOB
problem. Of the two channels so studied, 770 was selected as greatly
preferable to 1030 kc. The court of al,'peals affirmed our actions in
both respects. Upon further examination of all of the channels, we
tind 770 kc to be the appropriate one for use in New Mexico. It
must be borne in mind that the overall allocation scheme adopted
herein was carefully worked out, as it had to be, to take into account
the numerous problems involved in making the new assignments on
the I-A channels-protection of Canadian and Mexican stations, protection of our own cochannel and adjacent-channel assignments, placing the new stations far enough from the coc1H,nnel class I-A stations
so that the former can render a reasonable amount of service, and
avoidance wherever possible of having the new unlimited-time stations in adjacent States on channels only 10 kc apart. The assignment of 770 kc for use in New Mexico meets these requirements, and
permits the rendition of a large amount of much-needed service in
that area. Our decision affirming that assignment is based upon what
we deem bes~ for the public with due regarq for present and "pot~n
tial service III the standard broadcast medIUm. Whatever SIgnIficance considerations relating to "networking" and network competition may have in other contexts-a matter we do not decide herewe cannot conclude that the public interest would be served by attempting to redesign the entire nationwide allocation of frequencies
adopted here solely in order to alleviate whatever adverse situation
may confront ABC in these respects." Considerations of this chara'I'here is no one other firequency which could be considered as an obvious fllternatlve

to 770 kc for class I use at: Albuquerqlle, even aside from the other disposition of the
various I-A channels made herein. 01' the three p.roposed by ABC-660-. 680, and 1180
ke--880 and 1180 ke would not provide as much needed primary service in the Southwest

BS

does 770 ke.

As to 660 kc, while this frequency mLght afford so.m.ewbat more or

such service In the Southwest,. this channel has long been used by station KFAR, Fair-
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acter, which are subject to frequent change, cannot be of great consequence in deciqing wide-rangi~, basic, and relatively permanent
allocations questions such as those mvolved here.
87. For these reasons, ABC's request for evidentiary hearing on
alternative frequencies for the New Mexico assignment must be
denied. Moreover, it would make a complete travesty of our efforts
to resolve the many and fundamental clear-channel allocation problems, involving hundreds of stations all over the country, if we were
to proceed to consider other alternative frequencies on the basis of an
evidentiary record. As mentioned above, there is no one single obvious alternative. Even if limited to three, as proposed by ABel
~uch an inquiry would obviously take a vast additional amount ot
time, .md there is no reason why lieensees of stations affected by inquiry into these frequencies could not suggest stiJI fmther altematives which we would be compelled to consider. While such a proceeding, doubtless of several years' duration, would be g-oing on, not
only would resolution of the KOB problem be delayed, out we could
not proceed finalJy with any substantial realJocation of clear channels
anywhere, beeause we would not know what frequency would finally
be selected for this important use. A blanket freeze on a substantial
portion of the broadcast speetnlm, affecting many applications, would
have to be maintained for the same indennitely long period.
88-89. Whatever disposition is finally made as to operation on 770
kc, the use of this frequency will harmonize with uses herein made
of class I-A channels for the provision of much needed ni<rhttime
primary service in areas otherwise lacking it. The class I-X channels formerly resened for the exclusive nighttime use of a single
station, On which we now permit two unlimited-time stations, include
alJ those occupied by network-owned stations.
DO. In view of the foregoing considerations, we here affirm our
KOB decision insofar as it determined that a major unlimited-time
facility should be assigned to New Mexico On 770 kc and amended
rules to permit the assignment of two class I stations on that
frequency.

KOA
91. Metropolitan Television Co., licensee of ROA, Denver, Colo.,
admits that, since the I-A ehannels, rather than the I-B channels,
form the basis for oUr overall alJocation plan, ROA is not directly
affected. However, it urges that KOA be restored to dass I-A faeilities. It does not suggest what to do with the 10 full-time stations
now sharing its frequency. The ROA request goes beyond anything
adopted herein and must be denied.
1030 ko
92. Since 1030 ke is no longer involved in the KOB problem, we
proposed in our third notiee to permit a class II unlimited-time assignment on that frequency in Montana or ·Wyoming." That notice
banks, AluE;kll., tn addition to the ClUflS I-A station at New York C1t;\,. Sueh nse we have
concluded herein to be consistent with our allocation plan. Additional us~ at Albuquerque
"",'ould raise sll.ghtly the nighttime llmit to KFAR In AI,nskn, and thus preyeDt thnt Htntion

to Bome extent from rendering widespread ond Dt.'f'ded Service.
11 In view of KOB'A operation on 770 kc, the filet thot ROB has n license on 1030 ke

Is not an Impediment to assignment of a new 1030 kc station elsewhere.
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also contemplated the use of 650 kc in Montana and 1180 kc in Wyoming. We have seen that 650 kc is not one of the frequencies 011 which
duplIcation will now be permitted. As to 1030 and 1180 kc, further
examination has revealed that by utilizing 1030 kc in Wyoming and
1180 kc in Montana greater protection can be afforded to the I-A
operation at Salt Lake City which provides the only I-A service to
vast regions of Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico,
and Colorado. The change involves only the Montana and Wyoming
assignments, and each of these States still receives one class II-A
assignment. No proposals were received pursuant to the third notice
with respect to either of these frequencies. Moreover, assi~nment of
1030 to any portion of Wyoming and 1180 to any portion 01 Montana
is not precluded by the location of the I-A stations on those channels
93. Such use of 1030 kc is, of course, similar to that now adopted
for those I-A channels on which duplication will be permitted. 1030
lw is now an I-B channel under our rules, though assi~ned to the
United States for priority of use as an I-A channel untter the 1950
North American regional broadcasting agreement, and the 1957 agreement between the United States of America and the United Mexico.'l.n
States concerning radio broadcasting in the standard broadcast band.
The question is whether this frequency should be reclassified as a I-A
channel in our rules. In the pending file (because of the freeze) "
are some six applications for use of this frequency on an unlimitedtime, class II basis in the continental United States, none of which is
for Wyoming. If 1030 kc becomes a I-A channel, these a?plications,
of course, cannot be granted under the rules we adopt herem as to the
use of these channels.
94. We conclude that 1030 kc should be utilized by a class II-A
station in Wyoming and that it should be reclassified as an I-A
channel. The reason why it was made an I-B channel in 1941-to
afford an assignment for KOB in New Mexico--no longer exists, and
therefore it is appropriate to give this frequency the status accorded
it under internatlOnal agreements. It must be borne in mind that an
I-A channel-on which the United States or any other country having I-A priority is afforded protection to its borders rather than
merely with respect to particular existing operations-is a national
asset. We should not suffer a loss by default of such an asset to which
we are entitled under international agreements. These considerations
outweigh the restriction on unlimited-time assignments which is entailed if 1030 kc is made an I-A channel. Moreover, the class I-A
assignment which is provided on that frequency is an integral part
of the plan which we have adopted for achievement of the primary
objective of improving service to white areas. We could not consider, in any event, the making of other unlimited-time assignments
which would impair the value of this new class II-A allocation. The
reclassification of 1030 kc is consistent with our decision, mentioned
above, not to permit, for the present, use of the channels duplicated
in this proceeding by more than one unlimited-time class II-A station.
140 Sec. 1.3:51 of, our rules, the "freeze" rule, provided that. pending the declslon In
docket No. 6741" a.ction would be withheld on a.pplicatLOD8 for facU:itles on the I-A. cbn0
nels and 00 1030 ke and 14 other I-B cha.nnels,
4
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Accordingly, section 3.25 of our rules is amended herein to make 1030
kc an I-A channel, and the pending applications for unlimited-time
0l'eration thereoll within the continental United States will be
ulsmissed.
Denial of Eduaational Reservations
95. Cpmments pursuant to the third notice were filed by about 30
educational groups which requested that some or all of the l'roposed
new class II statIOns be reserved for educational use. Of th1s grouPJ
nine gave some indication that the commenting party itself is interested
in olitaining the use of a clear-channel frequency. One such party
stated it has the necessary funds available to it.
96. The Commission has never reserved frequencies for educational
use in the standard broadcast band. When television came to the
fore as a new medium, we recognized the high costs of establishing
a television station and the necessity, if educators were to be given
sufficient opportunity to utilize the medium, that some channels be
reserved for noncommercial use in the establishment of the table of
assignments to give the educational community time to evaluate the
uses of the medium, and to raise the huge sums required for the conEtruction and operation of stations. This decision was necessitated
in part by the limited number of channels available.
07. In AM mdio, however, the situation has been somewhat different. Construction costs are substantially less thllJJ they are for
television stations. Radio as a medium has existed for many years,
and it is not llecessllry that educators be given time, as was required
in the new medium of television, to study possible uses and the impact
{If the medium. TVe see no need in the public interest for the resenation requested. Our objective of securIng nighttime primary service
to areas which presently lack stich sel'vice has been n",(~e c1e'tr. Detailed requirements that successful applicants for such stations must
meet are enumerated herein.

Moreover, as we noted in our sixth

report and order setting up the table of teleyision assignments, the
potential of television for education is much greater and more readily
apparent than that of aural broadcasting and the intel'est of the
educational communitl .in the field is much greatel' than it was in
aural broadcasting. Nothing we are adopting herein forecloses additional educational AM radio. Educational applications for the class
II-A stations hereby made available will he accepted on the same
'basis as are commel'cial applications. Those mutually exclusiye
applications complying with our rules will be given comparative
~nsideration.

T he I -B' Channels
98. In our consideration of the clear-channel proceeding in recent
years, we have not contemplated breakdown of the I-B channels any
f';'l:ther than at present. Be~ause of the l'eh;tively complicated cond,tlons and reqmrements wh1ch already obtam on these channels and
which would have to be taken into account in any new allocation
plan-requil'ements of protecting usually two cochannel U.S. I-B
81 F.C.C.
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stations and a number of cochannel unlimited-time U.S. class II stations, foreign protection requirements, the fact that the United States
receives protection on these channels only with respect to existing
operations and not to the borders of the country, and similar factorsthe class I-B channels do not lend themselves to use in an overall .tllocation plan, and we must look primarily to the I-A channels for an
allocation pattern designed to improve overall radio service.
99. Accordingly, we adopt herein no change in the established
principles and standards governing the assignment of stations to
class I-B channels. Further, consistently with the changed mode of
protecting future uses of class I-A channels, we remove the blanket
freeze hitherto applicable to 15 class I-B channels and retain only
the restrictions already discussed, which are adapted to and necz':sitated by our decisions concerning the utilization of the class I-A
channels.

oo'Ywl1tding 0 b8ervations

in

100. This proceeding, which was initiated
1945 on 11 issues of
wide scope, and pursued further under subsequent notices issued in
1958 and 1959, has embraced an encyclopedic variety of approaches.
and proposals going to the basic question of how best to utihze almost
half the spectrum space devoted to standard broadcasting. While
the sheer volume of the record and the fact that it has spanned ,.
period of consequential change in standard broadcasting have added
difficulty to the task of deciding upon the most desirable course, the·
Commission has been vastly assisted by numerous helpful contributions made in submissions on the record through testimony, exhibits,
briefs, oral arguments, comments and other pleadings.
101. In the hard-fought, head-on conflict between the two basic approaches of extending the reach of rna jor stations on clear channels
or increasing the numbers of stations permitted on these channels,
much valuable data and analysis have boon placed before us by the
proponents of both approaches. Uecognition is due to the fact that
some merit attaches to very many of the proposals which have been
urged upon us, including some of those which we herein reject. OUI'
essential task· in this proceeding has been to select among the myriad
solutions o!fered tho"." whi~h, on net balance, taking into Il:"c?unt the
many pertlllent conslderatlOns, would best serve tne pubhc mterest.
The opposed factors bearing upon our judgntents in some instances
are closely balanced. While recognizing that much can be said for
numerous alternative approaches, we now conclude that the conrse
laid out herein, both as reflected in the rule changes now adopted and
in the preservation for the time being of the status quo on 12 c1ass I-A
clear channelsl represents the best solution available at this time.
102. Authol'lty for adoption of the rule amendments herein is contained in sections 4 (i) and (j); 303 (a), (b), (c), (d), (f), (g), (h),
and (1'); and 307(b) oftheCommunications Act of 1931, as amended.
103. In view of the foregoing, It is ordered, That, etfootivo October
30, 1961, the Commission's rules ATe a.rnended as set forth in the
appendix hereto; and
!11
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104. It is further ordered, That all pleadings, petitions comments,
and reply comments, requesting other changes in our ;:;;les relating
to clear channels; requesting that no changes be made; requesting
further I?earing, oral ar;lUm~nt, or evi~entiary hearing; or requesting
other relief not adopted herem Are denwd, and
.
105. It is further ordered, That this proceeding, docket No. 6741
Is terminated.
APPENDIX
PART I

1. Section 1.351 is amended to read as ,follows :
Applications for frequencies adjacent to class I-A cbannels.

'§ 1.351

Notwithstanding the provisions of any other rules of the Commission, all
.applications (regardless of when they were or may be filed) for frequencies
located wIthin 30 kc of a class I-A channel listed in § 3.2q (a) of this chapter
will be subject to the provisions of this section. The provisions of paragraph
(a) of this section apply to the frequencies listed therein, w.hleh are within 30
kc of a class I-A channel on which an unlimited·time class II assignment is
specific'allY prOVided for in § 3.22 or 3.25(a) of this chapter. Tbe provisions
of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this SectiOD. apply to the frequencies listed in
paragraph (b), which are wHhin 30 kc of tbe remaining dass I-A channels.
",Vhere a frequency is lif:ted both in paragraphs (a) and (b), applications for
facilities On sueh frequency al'e subject to the provisions and restrictions' contained in both of said paragraphs.
(a) (1) The provisions of t.his paragraph apply to the follOWing frequendes:

__

~~7~~~~Q~~_~M~

~~

1050. 1060, 1070, 1080, 1090, 1110, 1130, 1140, 1150, 1170, 1190, 1220, 1230,

and 1240 kc.
(2) ",V here it appears that the fucilities requested in any application for one
of the designated frequencies (other than an application by an existing class
IV station to increase daytime power on 1230 or 1240 kc) involves undue risk of
objectionable interference to, prohibitive ,interference from. or prohibited overlap with, a pos:sible new class II-A assignment specified in § 3.22 of this chapter
or Sl new unlimited-time class II assignment at Anchorage, Alaska, or San
Diego, Calif., specified in § 3.25(a) of this chapter, such application will not
be grantNl until the location and operating facilities of SUch new ('lass II station
nre eRtahli~hed. Assignments of such new class II stations will be made withont re,C"ard to the penflen('y of applications on adjacent frequ€Jlcies. Any bearing which may be held on such an application for an adjacent frequency will
Dot be ('omparative with respect to the class II facility, Bnd any issues pertaining
t.o the mutual impact of the class II snd adjacent-channel operations concerned
will be confined to the question of Whether. with a class II station operating
as proposed, the pubHc interest would be served by a grant of the adjacent
('hannel application.

(b) (1) Until September 1. 1964. or such earlier date as may be announced,

the provisions of tbis paragraph and of paragraph (e) of this section will apply
t.o all applications for the following frequen<'ies :
610, 620. 6.30. 680. 690, 710, 730, 790. 800, 810. 850, 860, 900, 1010, 1050, 1000,
1070, 11.10. 1140, 1150. 1170. 1190, and 1220 kc.
(2) Applications for new st.ations on. or for change of existing stations to,
one of thp designated freqnencies will not be granted, and, except as provideo in
paragraph (c) of this section, will be placed in the pending' file without furtber
processing or consideration. Where before October 30, 1961, such applications
had· attained protected status under § 1.354 or by designation for hearing, they
will retain such status to the extent so established. Additionally. such applications will be protected, as provided elsewhere in the rules, through designation for hearing. They ~·ill not be otherwise protected.
(3) Applications for increase in power or operation ~uring nighttime hours
not previously authorized will be processed in normal course, but will be
31 F.C.C.
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considered in the Hgbt of the effect that grant thereof might have upon possible
future uses of the class I-A channel or channels located within 30 kc of. the

frequency involved (e.g., authorization of power greater than 50 kw for class
I-A stations, or additional untimited-time cochannel assignments). Such applications will not be granted if it appears that they risk prejUdice to such
possible future uses of the class I-A channels concerned, because of interference
caused or received, or" prohibited overlap. In these situations the application
involved, it otherwise read~· for grant (after hearing or otherWise). will be

placed in the pending file.

Where It appears that because of these cousidera·

tlous an application cannot be granted in due course, the applicant will be so
notified and, notWithstanding the provisions of §§ 1.311 and 1.354, will be
permitted to amend his application within 45 days ot such notice, without
change in position in hearing or on the processing line, in order to remove the
circumstances which stand in the way of a grant. Applications will acquire
and retain protected status as they would in normal course.
(4) Applications for other changes in facilities on the designated frequencies
will be processed and acted upon in normal course.
(5) Action will not be withheld under this paragraph on applications for
facilities in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or the Virgin Islands.
(c) (1) After October 30, 1961, hearings will not be designated on applications
falling under paragraph (ll) (2) unless they conflict with applications not raIling
under paragraph (b) (2).
.
(2) It the decision in a hearing looks toward grant of an application Which,
under paragraph (b) (2) or (b) (3), cannot be made immediately, such application and aU applications confiictiog with it will be placed in the pending
file, and will retain protected status.
2. In § 1.354, paragraphs (a) and (c) are amended, paragraphs (d) thr()ugh
(j). inclusive, are redesignated paragraphs (f) through (1), inclusive, and new
paragraphs (d) and (e) are added, as follows:
§ 1.354 Processing of standard broadcast applications.
(a) Applications for standard broadcast facilities are divided into three
groups.
(1) In the first group are applications for new stations (except applications
for new class II-A stations) or for major changes in the facilities of authorized
stations; I.e., any change in frequency, power, hours of operation, or station location: PrOVided, however, That the Commission may. within 15 days after the
tender tor filing of anY' application for other modification of facilities, advise
the applicant that such application is considered to be one for a major change
and therefore is subject to the provisions of § 1.359.
(2) The second group consists of applications for licenses and all other changes

In the facilities of authorized stations.
(3) The third group consists of applications for new class II-A stations.

•

•

•

•

.,

*

•

(c) Applications for new stations (except new class II-A stations) or for

major changes in the facilities of authorized stations are processed as nearly as
possible in the order in which they are filed. Such applications wilt be placed
in the processing line in numerical sequence, and are drawn by the starr for study,
the lowest file Dumber first. ThUS, the file number determines the order in which
the staff's work Is begun on a partiCUlar application. There are two exceptions
thereto': The Broadcast Bureau is authorized to (1) group together for processing
applications which involve interference conflicts where it appears that the appli·
cations must be designated for hearing in a consolidated proceeding, and (2) to
group together for processing and simultaneous consideration, without designa-

tlon for hearing, all applications filed by e:dating class IV stations requesting an
increase in daytime power which involve interlinking interference problems only,
regardless of their respective dates or filing, In order that those applications
Which are entitled to be grouped for processing may be fixed prior to the time
processing of the earliest filed application is begun, the Commission wiU periodically publish in the Federal Register a public notice listing applications which are
near the top of the processing line find announcing a. date (not less than 30 days
after publication) on which the listed applications will be considered ,available
and ready for processing and by which all applications excepting those specified

31 F.C.C.
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in exception (2) in this paragraph must be :filed if they are to be grouped with

any of the listed applications.
(d) Applications for new class II-A stations are placed at the head of the
processing line and processed as quickly as possible. Action on such applications
may be at any time (1) more than 30 days after public notice is given of
acceptance of the application for filing, or (2) after January 30,1962, whichever

is later.
(e) The processing and consideration of applications for new stations or
major changes 011 those frequencies specified in § 1.351 are subject to certain
restrictions, as set forth therein.
PART 3

3. Section 3.21 is amended to read as follows:
! 3.21 Classes of standard broadcast channels and stations.
(8) Clear cha'Hnel.-A clear channel is one on which the dominant station or
stations render service oyer wide areas, and ,,,-hich are cleared of objectionable
interference within their primary service areas and over all or a substantial
portion of their secondary service Breas. Stations operating on these cbannels
are classified as follows:
{l) ClaBB 1 Btatwn.-A da~s I station is a dominant station operating on a
clear channel and designed to render primary and secondary service Ol'er 811
extended area and at relatively long distances. Its primary service area is
free froDl objectionable interference from other stations on the sante and
adjacent channels, and its secondary service area free from interference except
from stations on adjacent channels, and from stations on the same channel in
accordance with the channel designation in § 8.25 or 3.182. The operating power
shall Dot be less than 10 kw nor more than 50 kw. (Also see § 3.25(8) for
further vower limitation.)
(2) Olar8 II atation.-A class II station is a secondary station which operates
on a clear channel (see § 3.25) and is designed to render service over a primary
service area which is limited by and subject to such interference as may be
receiVed from class I stations. 'Vbenever necessary a class II station shall use
a directional antenna or other meRns to avoid interference with class I stations
and with other clnss II stations, in accordance with § 3.182 (and § 3.22 in
tbe case of class II-A stations). Class II stations are divided into three groups:
(i) OlasB II-A sta-tion.-A class II-A station is an unlimited~time class II
station operating on one of the clear channels listed in § 3.22 and assigned to a
community within a State specified in the table contained in that section. A
class II-A station shall operate with power of not less than 10 kl,," nighttime
nor more than 50 kw at any time.
(ii) ClasB 1I-B station.-A class II-B station is an unlimited-time class II
station other than those included in class II-A. A cla8s II-B station shall
operate with po'...· er not less than 0.25 kw nor more than 50 kw.

NOTE.-IT"he class U station operating unllmlted tIme on 760 kc at San Diego, Calif.,
shall be limited to n power of 5 kw. and tIle cInss 11 station operating unlimited time on
750 kc at Anchorage. Aluska, shull be limited to a power of 10 kw. Both stnUoDs shall
protect the I-A statton on the same frequency to its O.5~m\·/m., 50 percentskswave

contour.

(iii) Clas8 II-D ~tation.-A class II-D station is a class II station operating
daytime or limited time. A class II-D station shall ope-rate with power not less
than 0.25 kw nor more tban 50 kw.
(b) Regiona,l channel.-A regional channel is one on which several stations
may operate with powers not in excess of 5 kw. The primary service area of a
station operating on any such channel may be limited to a given field intensity
contour as a eonsequenee of interference.
(1) Cla88 III station.-A class III station is Q station which operates on a
regional channel and is designed to render service primarily to a principal
center of population and tile rural area contiguous thereto. Class III stations
are sUbdivided into two classes.
(i) Cia.. Ill-A. statioll.-A closs III-A station is a class III station which
operates with power not less than 1 kw nor more than 5 kw and the service
area of which is subject to interference in accordance with § 3.182.

31 F.C.C.
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(Ii) Class III-B station.-A class III-B statian Is a class III station which
-operates with power not less than 0.5 kw, nor rnOl"e than 1 kw night and 5 kw
daytime, and the service area of Which is subject to interference in accordance
with § 3.182.
(c) Loca~ channel.-A local channel is one on which several stations operate
with powers no greater than provided in this paragraph. The primary sen'ice
area of a station operating on any such channel may be limited to a given field
intensity, contoul' as a consequence of interference. Such stations operate with

power no greater than 250 w nighttime, and power daytime no greater than:
(1) 250 w if the station is located 100 km (62 miles) or closer to the ~lexican
border, or in the area of 'the State of: Florida south of 28° north latitude and
between 80~ and 82~ west longltude; or
(2) 1 kw it the station is located elsewhere.
(3) Ola8:~ IV statiQn.-A. class lV station is a station operating on a local
channel and designed to render service primarily to a city or town and the
SUburban and rural areas contiguous thereto. The pt)\ver of a station of this
class shall not be less than 0.1 kw, and not more than 0.25 kw nighttime and
1 kw daytime. and its service area is subject to interference in accordance
with § 3.182.
NOTiIl l.---IUnder NARBA, the power cellto.g tor class IV stations Ls 250 W daytime
as well as nighttlQ.le. The United Stateg·Me:dcaD agreement permits such stntionl'\ to
operate with up to 1 kw Dower daytime if they are located further than 100 km (62 miles)
from the Mexican border. Pursullnt to the Untted States·Mexican agreement and infQrmal
coordination wlth the other NAnBA iilignatories, th,e CommiSSion will consIder applica.
tions for class IV ~tlltlons on local channels with da)'time powe-l'S more th!l.l1 250 w •. up
to 1 kw, if such statton is to be located outsIde of the areas specified In paragraph (C) (1)
~f this section, and if no objectionable interference would be cau"ed (under the standards
set forth In the perttnent International .Ilgreement) to. a duly' notiBed station In Mexlco,
Haiti. or any foreign country sIgnatory to NARBA.
N01'III 2.-All (l,uthorlza.tIons of new or chang-ed ClniiS I-B. II-B. II-D. III. or IV t'nclUties
after October 30, 1961., llresl1bject to whatever jnterference may be received from, or
whatever overhlp of 2-mv/m and 25-mv/m groundwave- contollrs or overlap of 25-mv/m
-groundwave contours may be Involved with" previously or 8ubseque-nUy authorized class
II-A facUlties.

4. Section 3.22 is,amended to read as follows:
i§ 3.22 Assignment of Class II-A stations.
(a) Table of aS8ignments.-One class I1-A station may be assigned On each

channel listed in the following table within the designated State or States:
Channel (ko)

!

Existing class I station

670 __ "_~ •••• •• WMAQ. ChIca.go
720_ •.•• _~_ •• _•• ~

State(s) in whIch class II-A assign.
ment may be applied lor

•.•••••• ~~ __••••••••••• __ • Idaho.
Neva.rln.,or Idaho.
Nevada.
~_._
North Dakota, South Dakota, or

~g~i.[~M~go~===:====:=::::::::=::=::::::

78(L. __ •
~ •• _._
:880
" ••• _._. _. ~ ""'CBS, New York_. __ •• _,. ••••

800. __ •_•••_._ •__ ""TLS,.! Chica.go
103]
•• _•••••••
1030.
•••• _._
1100 __ ..... _••. _••
113]•.••__ •••••••

118(L __ ._.
1210.,.. __ •

_
_

4

• • __ . _ • • 4

__

Nebraska.

'." _•••••• _••••• _•••• ~_~_••• Utah.
KD KA, Plttaburgh_ •• _._._.~.~ •• __ •__ •••• _,..,. New Mexico.
WBZ, Boston__ .
._ ••••••••••_•.•.••.•• Wyoming.
KY W. Clcvela.nd __ •••. __ ••,. •• ,..
• _"••
• Colorado.
KMOX, St. LoU1s .• _ •• __ .,. •••• _.~ •••••• __ ••• California or Oregon.
WHAM, Rocllester. __ ._. ~_~.~._.~.... ,.~.~~_ Monta.nA..
WOA U, Phlla.delphia..
• .~~._.~
~_.:._
K8ns&.~, Nebrnska, or Oklahoma.

(b) Minimum service to "white" areaa.-No class II-A station shall be assigned unless at least 25 percent of its nighttime interference~free service area
or at least 25 percent of the population residing therein receives no other inter~
ference-free nighttime primary service.
(c) Power.-Oiass II-A stations shall operate with not less than 10 kw power

nighttime.
(d) Proteotion.-(l) Protection by cla8s II-A stationa to other stations. The
cocbannel class I-A station shall be protected by the class II-A station to its
().l-mv/m contour daytime and its O.5-mv/m, 50-percent skywave contonr nighttime. All other stations of any class authorized on or before October 30, 1961,
.8hall normally receive protection from objectionable interference from class II-A
stations as provided in § 3.182.
31 F.C.C.
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to cla8B II-A 'stations. 'A class iI-As'tation shalj.normaIlJ'

receive daytime protection to its O.5-mv1m groundwave contour and nighttime
'protection to tbe contour to which it is limited by tbe cochannel class I-A

station.

(e) A.pplications not oomplying with this Beotion.-Applications for class
11...,.A stations Which do not meet the requirements of paragraphs (b) and. (c)
ot this section will be returned without further consideration.
"
o. In § 3.24, paragraph (b) is amended, present paragraph (i) ia redesignated
paragraph (j) I and new paragraph (i) is added. 8sfollows:
§ 3.24 Broadcast facilities; showing required.

•

•

*

*

•

•

•

(b) That objectionable interference will not be caused to existing stations
or that it interference will be caused. the need for the proposed service out..
weighs the need for the service which will be lost by reason of such inter-:
ference, (For special provisions concerning interference from class 'II-A
stations to stations of other classes autborizedafter October 30,1961, see note 2
to §§ 3.21 and 3.22 (d).) That the propOsed station, will not suffer interference
to such an extent that its serVice would be reduced to an uDsatiefactory dep-ee.
(For determining objectionable interference. see §§ 3.182 and 8.186.)

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

(1) That, in the case of an application for 8. class II-A station ,(see § 3.22),
25 percent ormore of the area or population within the nighttime interference..
free service contour of the proposed station receives no nigbttime interference.
free primary service from another station.
6. In § 8.25, paragraphs (a) and (b) are amended to read as follows:
§ 3.25 CleaT channels j dasses I and II stations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

(a) On each of the follOWing channels. one class I station will be assigned,

,operating with power of M kw: 640, 600, 660, 670, 700, 720, 7M, 760, 780, 820,
830, 840, 870, 880, 800, 1020, 1030, 1040, 1100. Il20, Il60, Il80, 1200, and 1210 kc.
In addition J on the channels listed in this paragraph, class II stations may be
assigned I,lS follows:
(1) On 670, 720, 780, 880, 800, 1020, J030, 1100, 1120, 1180, and 1210 kc, one
class II-A unlimited-time station, assigned and located pursuant to the
provisions of § 3.22.
(2) On the channel 750 kc, an unlimited-time class II station located at
.,Anchorage, Alaska.
(3) On the channel 760 kc, an unlimited-time class II station located at San
Diego, Calif.
(4) On any of the channels l1sted in this paragraph (to the extent consistent
with the nssignments provJded in subpars. (1), (2), and (3) of this paragraph),
unlimited-time class II stations located In Alaska, Hawaii, Virgin Islands, or
r,uerto Rico, which will not deliver more than 5 mv1m groundwave day or night
or 25 mv/m lO-percent time skywave at night at any point within the continental
limits of tbe United States, excluding Alaska.
(0) On any of the channels iisted in this paragraph (to tbe extent consistent
with' the dass I, class II-A. and Anchorage and San Diego class II assignments
provided in this paragraph, and, In the case of limited-time stations, SUbject to
the restrictions contained in § 3.38l, Ilmited·time ana daytime-only stations, as
tollows:
(1) In Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands..
(Ii) Witbin the contJnental UnJted States, excludJng Alaska,'where the station
would operate with facilities authorized as of October 30, 1961.
..
NOTIil 1.,-..10 view of special c1rcUUlfltances arIsing from ,tbeprovi8ion Ofpre.llUnri8e broadservice on 640 kc at Ames, Iowa, applications wHl be accepted for broadcast operaclODS on 640 kc between 6 a.m. C('ntral standard time and local sunrise at -Ames, Iowa,
wIth not ,to exceed 1 kw power: P"Qvided~ That such applications w1ll be -acted upon
lDly a1t~r and In light ot the decision reached in docket No. 1 1 2 9 0 . , : " .
NOTE 2.-In view of special circumstances arising from the prov:lston of "a service during
Some nighttime hours by a class II station operating"on 830 kc"at New York, N.Y, (I.e.,
'trom 6 a,m.. to local sunrise- aDd _from, sunset at ,Mlnneapol1s--to 10, p.m.. e.s.t.h appl1ca~ast

3l·F:C.C.
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tioDS w1l1 be accepted tor such operation: Provided~ That they wIll be a.cted upou onlY
after and In light of the dec1sion reaehedln docket No. 11227.
NOTIII 3.-00 the frequency 710 te,' two class (·stations DUly be assigned.
NO'll! 4.-See NARBA concerning priority lor Canadian cla.ss I-B aDd Cuban class I-e
assignments on 840 ke.
NOTEl:'S.-See NARBA. concernIng Cuban class I1-E 8Bslgnments on 660. 670. 760~ 780.
830. 1020, 1030. and 1120 ke.
NOT!! 6.-See United States·Mexican agreement concerning Mexican use ot 660, 760.
and 830 ke.

(b) To each or the following cha.nnels there- may be assigned class I and II
stations: 680, 710, 810, 850, 940. 1000, 1060, 1070, 1080, 1090, 1110, 1130, IHO,
1170, 1100, 1500, 1510, 1520, 1530, 1540, 1550, and 1560 kc.
Non I.-See NARBA and the United States-Medean agreement concerning a Cuba.·n
class II-E assignment on, and Mexican use of, 1030 ke.
NOTEi 2.-Class I and II statione on 1540 ke shall deliver not over 5 mv/m groundwave
or 2~ mv/m, 10-percent~t1me skywave at any point of land in the Bahama lalands, and
Bneh stations operattng nighttime (I.e., Bunset to sunrise at the location of the class II
statton) shall be located not less than 650 roUes from the nea.relilt point of land in the
Bahama Islands.

7. Section 3.28 (a) Is amended to read as follows:
Assignment of stations to channels.
(a) The individual assignments of stations to channels which may cause inte1"'"
ference to other U.S. stations only shall be made in,accordance with the provi·
aions of this part for the respective classes of stations involved. (For determining objectionabie Interference, see §§ 3.2'2, 3.182, and 3,186.)
8. 111 § 3.182, the introdnctory text and snbparagraphs (1) (i) and (2) of
paragraph (a) are amended; paragraph (c) is added; and paragraphs (s), (t),
and (v) are amended, as follows:
§ 3.182 Engineering standards of allocation.
(a) Sections 3.21 to 3.34, inclusive, govern alloca.tion of facilities in the standard broadcast band of 535 to 1605 kc. § 3.21 establishes three classes of channels
in this band j . namely. clear channels lor the use of high-powered stations.
regional' channels for the use of medium-powered stations, and local channels
for the use of iow-powered stations. The classes and power of standard broadcast stations which will be assigned. to the various channels are set forth in
§ 3.21. The classification of the standard broadcast stations areas follows;
§ 3.28

(1) • • • .
(1) The class I stAtions in group I-A are those assigned to the channels
allocated by § 3.25(a), on which. except to the extent provided by that section
and by § 3.22, duplicate nighttime operation is not permitted. The power of

these stations shall not be less than 50 kw. The class I stations in this group are
alforded protection as follows:
Daytime: To the O.l-mv/m groundwave contour from stations on the same
channel, and to the O.5-mv/m groundwave contour from stations on adjacent
channels.
Nighttime: To the 0.5·mv/m, 50-percent skywave contonr from stations on
the same channel, and to the O.o-mv/m groundwave contour from stations
on adjacent channels.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(2) Class II stations are secondary stations which operate on clear channels
with powers not less than 0.25 kw nor more than 50 kw, except that class II-A
stations s.hall not operate nighttime with less than 10 kw. Class II stations are
required to use a dIrectional antenna Or other means to avoid causing inter~
ference within the normally protected service areas of elass I stations or other
class II stations. (For special rules and standards concerning class II-A
stations. 500 § 3.22.) These stations normally render primary service only, the
area of which depends on the geographical location, power, and frequency. This
may be reiativeiy iarge, bnt is llmited by and subject to such interference as may
be received trom class I stations. However, it is recommended that class II
stations- be so located that the interference received trom othel" stations will not
limit the service area to greater than the 2.5-mv/m groundwave contoUl' nighttime and O.5·mv/m groundwave contour daytime, which are the values tor the
mutual protection of this class ot stations with other stations of the same class
31 J'.0.0.

I

(except tbat class II-A: Rtatlons are normally protected to tbeir O.5-mvjm
groundwave contour daytime, and nigbttlme to the limit lmposed by the cocbannel claBS I-A station)•.

.

..

.

.

'"

.

'"

(s) Tbe existence or absence of objectionable groundwave interference from
stations on the same or adjacent channels sball be determined by actual measurements made according to the method hereinafter described, or, in the absence
of sucb measurements, by reference to tbe propagation curves of § 3.184. Tbe
existence Or absence of objectionable interference due to skywave· propagation
sbaH be determined by referen"" to the appropriate propagation curves in
figure 1, la, or 2 of § 3.190.
(t) In computing the 50- and the lO-percent skywave field Intensity values
of a station operating on a clear channel specified in § 3.25 (a), use sball be
made of tbe appropriate curve set forth in figure 1a of § 3.190, "Skywave
Siguals for 10 Percent and 50 Percent of the Time." In computing the 50- and
10-percent skywave field intensity values of a station operating on a clear
channel specified in § 3.25(b), use sbaH be wade of the appropriate curve set
forth in figure 1 of·§ 3.190, entitled "Average Skywave Field Intensity (corresponding to the second hour after sunset at tbe recording station)." In computing the 10-percent skywave field intensity values of a regional cbannel station,
use shall be made of tbe appropriate curve in figure 2 of § 3.190, entitled
"10-Percent Skywave Signal Range." The curves in figure 1 of § 3.190 are
drawn for a radiated field of 100 mvjw at 1 mile in tbe horizontal plane from
an 0.311 wavelength antenna. The curves in figures 1a and 2 of § 3.190 are
drawn for a radiated field of 100 mv jm at 1 mlle at tbe vertical angle pertinent
to transmission by one reflection.

In computations based on figure 1, the

perti~

nent vertical angle shaH be determined by use of figure 6 of § 3.190. In
computations based on figure 1a or 2 of § 3.190, the pertinent vertical angle
sball be determined by use of figure 6a of § 3.190.

.

.

..

.

'"

.

'"

(v) Protected-service contours and permissible interference siguals for broadcast stations are as follows (for class I and II-A stations, see § 3.182 (a» :
31 F.e.e.

Class of

Class of station

Signal intensity contour of area. protected from objectionable
interference 1

Pe.rw.iss1ble power

channel used

Day'

I-A•••_••_•••••••••• Clear•• _•••••_

~

vv

kw ••

••••

~k
I-B .....__ •__•••••••__••••do•••••••• 10 .to ...... w

••••

•

.__ {SC-loo
Ae-500 uv/m.
uVim

._.
•
• __ ._•••••••• dD._ •••••• 0.25 to 60 kw (daytime); 10 to !iO kw
(nightUme).
••• __ ._._____
II-B and II-D.
~
da
•• _. 0.25 to 50 kw•• __ •
•
III-A __ • __ ••
1.___ Regional ._. 1 to 5 kw __
• •
do • • 0.6 to 1 kW' nigbt and 5 kw day~_._••••
IV••
•
•••• LocaL ••••••__ 0.1 toO.25kw Dight and 0.1 to 1 kwda.y~
~

II-A••••

~_._._.

III-B~

Nlghl
~

___

{Se-loo
•__
Ao-5(X) uvim~
uvim_ •••••
flOO UV/ID

...__ •

_

600 uv/lA

.•

Night'

Day'

~~~~v.j,n;J~~~:~~~~~~:::}6 uv/m

• 25 uv/m.f

1~~~~~
\~~~c:~~~~~~~~:::}s
uv/m_ •••••
_.
•
•
.______ 25 uv/m_ •.•__

5(M)

uv/m'~

500 uv/m •••__ ~ ~ __
500 uv/m. __••
__
600 uV/m..
•• •__ !l,-OOO uv/m·
~

Permissible interfering signa!
on same channel)

t~ ~:I::S_~::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~ uv/m
~:~::::::_
•
• 25

._. Not prescribed 1

•

25 uv/m.
25 ilv/m,
125 uv/m.
126 uv/m.
200 uv/m.

25 uv/m••••• Not prescribed.'

1 When eo statton is already limited by Interference from other stations to a contour of higber value than that normally pr<Jtected for its class, this contour sha.ll 1>6 the e.:stllob·
llahed standacd for such station wJth respect to interference from all othill' stations.
1 For adjucent channel, see par. (w) of th18 section.

• Groundwllve.
, Skywave field intensity for 10 percent or more of tbe time.
'
• These values are with respect to interference from all stations except class I-B, which stations may cause Interference to a field intensity contour rJl higher value. However, it
is recommended that class II statloIlS be so located that the interference received from class I-B stations will not exceed these values. If the class II stations tVa limited by class I-D
stations to higher values, then such values shall be the estllbll8hed standard wIth respect to protection trom all other stati.ons.
'See par. (a) (4) of this section.
_l Class I-A sta.tions on channels reserved lor the exclusive use of 1 station during nighttime haws are protected from cochanne11nterferenoe on tha.t basts. On ~hl) treque.noy
770 kc.J. 2 class I sta.tions may be assigned.
Su=Same cblWD.el.
AC=Adjacent channel.
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9. In 13.185, paragraph (b) and the Introductory text of paragraph (d)
are amended, and new paragraph (k) is added, as follows:
1
§ 3.185 Computation of interfering signal from a directional antenna.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

..

.

..

(b) For signals from stations operating on class I-B clear channels (those
specified in § 3.25(b», in case of determining skywave interference from an
antenna with a vertical pattern different from that on which figure 1 of § 3.190
is predicated (the basis of the night mileage separation tables), it is necessary
to compare the appropriate vectors in the vertical plane.

.

.

.

..

.

.
.

.

(d) Examples of the use of skywave curves on class I-B clear channels:

.

..

.

(k) For signals from stations operating on class I-A clear channels (tbose
specified in § 3.25(8.», skywave interference is determined by using the 10·
percent curve of figure In of § 3.190, entitled uSkywll ve Signals for 10 percent
and 50 percent of the Time." The pertinent angle of departure is to be determined by use of figure 6a of § 3.190, in a manner similar to tbat described
in paragraph (g) of this section for regional Rtations. An example of the
determination of skywave interference in this situation is as follows: Assume
a class I-A station and Ii proposed class II-A station, operating on the same
channel. are separated 1,450 miles and that the O.5-mv 1m, 50-percent skywave
contour of the class I-A station Is located 740 mlles from the station. The
distance from the class II-A station to the protected contour of the class I-A
station is 710 miles and from figure 6n the critical angles of radiation are 5"
to 9°. If the vertical pattern of the antenna of the proposed class II-A station
is such that between these angles the maximum radiation is 34 mv/m at 1 mile,
tbe value of the lO-percent field as read from figure 1a is multiplied by 34/100
to determine the interfering Io-percent field intensity at the O.5-mv jm, 50-percent
skywave contour of the I-A station, which would be 0.025 mv/m.
10. Section 3.190 is revised by adding Dew figure la, and modifying the legend
to the title on figure 6a, and amending the text to read as follows:
§ 3.190 Engineering Charts.
This section consists of the following figures: I, la, 2, R3. 5, 6, 6a, 7, B. 9.
10, and 11.
DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ROBERT E. LEE
(DOCKET NO. 6741)

I dissent to the decision adopted by the majority in this proceeding.
After 16 years of spasmodic consideration it has now been decided
to cut the baby in half by breaking down half of the clear channels
and by putting aside a consideration of greater power for class IA
stations to an indefinite date.
The majority states that it has· given "due recognition" to a resolution passed by the U.S. Senate in 1938, which resolution was intended
to inhibit our freedom to pennit class IA stat.ions to operate with
powers greater than 50 kw. I submit that a resolution passed 23
years ago, by Members no longer in the Senate, should not be given
the effect of law, particularly since no ot.her country in the world
places such a restriction on station operating ,Power. To penalize the
American public by depriving it of more relIable radio service is, to
my mind, highly unwarranted. It is to be noted that the majority is
postponing consideration of this matter with the hope that it will be
settled by 1964. Since the Commission finds it appropriate to give
"due recognition" to the Senate resolution today, I find it difficult to
expect that the resolution will not be accorded the same recognition in
the future.
31 F.C.C.

SKYWAVE SIGNALS
FOR 10% AND 50% OF THE TIME

Skywave range for frequencies 540 kc to 1600 kc
based on a radiated field of 100 mv/m at one mlle
at the pertinent vertical angle
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ANGLES OF DEPARTURE
VERSUS
TRANSMISSION RANGE

for 1000 kc average He - For use in computing 50'10 signals
for 1000 kc maximum He
3 e for 1000 kc minimum He
4 and 5 contain also an estimated correction for deviation from
mid-point reflection - For use in computing 10% signals

e

o.
o

FCC § 3.190, FIGURE 6a
31 F.e.C.
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I formally propose<;l, to my fellow Commissioners, a plan for settlement of thIs proceedIng, which proposal was rejected. My plan,
while bein&, in the nature of a compromise between the private interests of tne parties in the proceedIng, did not take on the aspects
of a compromise of the public interest as does the majority's decISion.
I pro,Posed that the rules be amended to permit each class I-A station to Increase power up to 750 kw, and that these stations be given a
period of 1 year to file appropriate applications. I proposed that at
the end of the year period each channel be duplicated by the assignment of unlimited-tIme class II stations which would protect either
the class I-A stations' 50-kw secondary service area or, in the alternative, the secondary service area resulting from their newly authorized
or proposed secondary service with increased powers.
By following this course I believe that a substantial improvement
in secondary service could be accomplished and that new class II
facilities could be authorized in deserving areas without the undue
administrative procedures adopted herein. This solution appears to
me to offer the most substantive improvement in standard broadcast
service with a minimum of gimmicks and causes for delay.
Permit me to analyze what the majority's decision accomplishes
in the light of the objectives of the proceedinO". The purpose of the
hearing has been to bring more and better radio service to vast areas
which are without a dependable service. It is estimated that one-half
the total land area of the United States (excluding Hawaii and.
Alaska), consistin~Tof 3.5 million square miles, is without nighttime
primary service. l1.0W does the majority intend to remedy the situation 1 It is going to impose a ireeze on 53 channels to permit
the espedited consideration of 11 prospective applications for special
class II-A stations, each one being so highly limited by interference
that it can be espected to render nighttime primary service to but
scant populations. Evidence in this record indicates that a total
of approsimately 50,000 square miles will be the recipient of this
new service. Since the decision requires that at least 25 percent of
the areas (to be served by prospective class II-A stations) be without
primary service, it can be espected that with full inIplementation of
the plan 12,500 square miles which are not now receiving groundwave service would receive such service. This presumes that there
would be applicants willing to build 10-kw stations employing ell:pensive directlOnal antennas serving remote and not too remunerative
areas. I submit that the Commission's offer of special processing
rules-to bring new service to less than 1 percent of the area in the
United States which is without such service is hardly the decision
the country has been waiting for the last 16 years. Had the Commis31 F.Q.Q.-
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sion deliberately swept the clear-channel proceeding under the rug, it
could not have dOlle so more effectively.
The majority's method of determining which channel is to be
duplicated and which channel is to remain in status quo for further
consideration is strained. As an example, 1120 kc is to-beduplicatoo
and not considered f{)r higher power because of adjacentrchannel interference considerations. The Commission has no standards for skywave interference to adjacent-channel skywave service, yet adjacentchannel interference is the precise reason given for failure to--consider
station KMOX, St. Louis, for higher power. On the other hand, the
majority is willing to consider 700 kc eligible for higher power while
the frequencies on either side of 700 kc are virtually saturated with
stations that operate at night. This inconsistency IS not explained.
Moreover, the majority declines to put a class II-A station on 660
kcbecause of possible interference to a station in Alaska. In this
day of directional antennas, this reason, like others given for the
manner of disposition of the clear channels, is of little or no substance. The Alaska station is entitled to no greater protection than
any other class II station. But, fundamentally, I consider it inappropriate to pick and choose between the I-A stations on a quasiengineering baSIS. Each class I-A station could employ greater power
and by the use of directional antennas protect all foreign stations as
required by treaty obligations.
My proposal to permit class I-A stations to increase powers to 750
kw would eliminate daytime "white areas" and would increase the
quality of skywave serve at ni&ht. These stations, by extending their
daytime primary coverage ana nighttime skywave services to points
1% times more distant than they are presently serving, would substantially overcome some of the deficiencies which presently exist in
the standard broadcast band. Moreover, my suggested allocation
would permit our domestic stations to overcome mterference from
foreign stations without derogating any of our treaty commitments.
I lack the confidence of the maJority that its deCIsion will result
in any substantive consequence. I submit that it imposes an unwarranted freeze to foster 11 peanut whistles which may never be con-

structed. Little else is accomplished.
STATEMENT OF COMIIUSSIONER JOHN S. CROSS, CONCURRING IN PART
AND DISSENTING IN PART

After having this proceeding pending before it for over 16 years
(since February 20, 1945), I conSIder it unfortunate that the majority
of this Commission has tIDally offered ilie public what, in my opInion,
is only a half solution.
81 F.C.C.
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The U cited States has 25 class I-A clear channels .by virtue ofinternational agreements. Under the majority decision, 130f·these.class
I~A clear chllJlIlels are to be duplicated on a controlled basis while
action on the other 12 is to be deferred. I doubt that the basis for
selecting which channels go into the one category and which in the
other WIll ever be understOod fully by the public, thereby subjecting
the Commission to possible criticism that it acted arbitrarily in this
regard.
In my opinion, the reasons of the majority for duplicating 13 of
the 25 class I-A clear channels on a. controlled basis are sound and
sufficient. However, I consider these reasons just as valid for those
12 channels on which action is deferred as they are for those 13 channels that are to be duplicated. Accordingly, I would treat all of them
alike and' duplicate them all on' a controlled basis. This, in my
opinion, would not only be fairer, but would also obviate any possible
criticism of arbitrariness. In addition, it would strengthen our de,
fense of these channels from foreign infringement. Moreover, it
would eliminate the necessity for deferring the processing of applications for new stations on any frequencies within 30 kc of the 12 class
I-A clear channels that are not being duplicated-a matter of con,
siderable consequence since 23 (of the 107 available) frequencies are
thereby involved.
31 F.e.e.

